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Recent Highlights
Atlantic’s bestselling and critically acclaimed titles from the past twelve months.

The Last House 
Guest  
Megan Miranda
9781786492937 • Paperback 
£8.99

The Narrow 
Land
Christine Dwyer Hickey
9781786496744 • Paperback 
£8.99

Chances Are
Richard Russo
9781911630388 • Paperback 
£8.99

Lot
Bryan Washington
9781786497864 • Paperback 
£8.99

The Temple 
House Vanishing 
Rachel Donohue
9781786499394 • Paperback 
£8.99

The Museum of 
Broken Promises
Elizabeth Buchan
9781786495310 • Paperback 
£8.99
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The Prime 
Ministers
Steve Richards
9781786495884 • Paperback 
£9.99

A Bit of a Stretch
Chris Atkins
9781838950170 • Paperback 
£8.99

Hollywood 
Wants to Kill You
Rick Edwards and 
Michael Brooks
9781786496959 • Paperback 
£8.99

She Speaks
Yvette Cooper
9781786499943 • Paperback 
£7.99

Attlee and 
Churchill
Leo McKinstry
9781848876613 • Paperback  
£10.99

The Borgias
Paul Strathern
9781786495464 • Paperback 
£10.99
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Atlantic Books
Fiction

Atlantic Fiction has a reputation for publishing bold, innovative 
writing from around the world. Our Spring/Summer 2021 
list includes the sexy and wise debut from Dylan Thomas 
Prizewinning author Bryan Washington, and international 
bestseller Vendela Vida’s woozy novel of female friendship  

and kidnap.
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JANUARY
Modern and Contemporary Fiction
07 January 2021
Hardback • £14.99
216x138 • 320pp
9781838950088
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL

E-book • 9781838950095 • £7.99

Export Edition • £12.99
Trade Paperback • 240pp 
9781838951320

Memorial
Bryan Washington

From the winner of the 2020 Dylan Thomas 
Prize, a sexy, sad, wise novel of two men 
learning that being together isn’t the same as 
being in love. 

Benson and Mike are two young guys who 
live together in Houston. Mike is a Japanese-
American chef at a Mexican restaurant and 
Benson’s a Black day-care teacher, and 
they’ve been together for a few years – good 
years – but now they’re not sure why they’re 
still a couple. There’s the sex, sure, and the 
meals Mike cooks for Benson, and, well, they 
love each other. But when Mike finds out his 
estranged father is dying in Osaka, he picks 
up and flies across the world to say goodbye. 
Without Mike’s immediate pull, Benson begins 
to break away, realizing he might just know 
what he wants out of life – and he might just 
have the goods to get it.    

‘A new vision for the 21st-century novel. It made 
me happy.’ Ocean Vuong 

‘Everything that happens is so intimate, sensual, 
and wise. I love this book.’ Tommy Orange

Bryan Washington is a writer 
from Houston. His fiction and 
essays have appeared in many 
publications, including the New 
York Times, New Yorker and the 
Paris Review. He’s a National Book 
Foundation 5 Under 35 winner, 
an International Dylan Thomas 
Prize recipient, a Lambda Literary 
Award recipient and the recipient 
of an O. Henry Award.
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Modern and Contemporary Fiction
28  January 2021
Hardback • £14.99
216x138 • 304pp
9781838952440
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL

E-book • 9781838952464 • £8.99

Export Edition • £12.99
Trade Paperback • 304pp
9781838952457

Consent
Annabel Lyon

A deeply intelligent examination of the grey 
space between yes and no, and a sensual 
novel of fashion, falling apart and inflicting 
revenge.

Saskia and Jenny – twins – are alike in 
appearance only. Saskia is a grad student 
with a single-minded focus on her studies, 
while Jenny is glamorous, thrill-seeking and 
capricious. Still, when Jenny is severely injured 
in an accident, Saskia puts her life on hold to 
be with her. 

Sara and Mattie are sisters. Mattie, who is 
younger, is intellectually disabled. Sara loves 
nothing more than fine wines, perfumes and 
expensive clothing, and leaves home at the 
first opportunity. But when tragedy unfolds, 
Sara’s life changes irrevocably.

Through a cascade of circumstances as 
devastating as they are unexpected, Sara 
and Saskia’s lives are braided together and 
changed forever.

Praise for Annabel Lyon: 

‘Quietly ambitious and beautifully achieved.’ 
Hilary Mantel

‘Lyon shows with chilling precision just how 
quickly a life can unravel… She has a knack for 
intrigue, the sizzle behind seemingly ordinary 
remarks, and she uses this to great effect.’ 
Guardian

Annabel Lyon is a novelist and 
short-story writer. Her works 
include The Golden Mean, which 
has been translated into fourteen 
languages and won the Rogers 
Writers’ Trust Fiction Prize. She is 
an Associate Professor of Creative 
Writing at the University of British 
Columbia. 
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Modern and Contemporary Fiction
07 January 2021 • Paperback • £8.99
198x129 • 320pp • 9781786493477
Territories: World
Rights: AU, E, SL, T, US
E-book • £7.99 • 9781786493460

Historical Fiction
04 February 2021 • Paperback • £8.99
198x129 • 352pp • 9781786492395
Territories: World English Language
Rights: AU, E, SL, T, US
E-book • £9.99 • 9781786492388

Gathering Evidence
Martin MacInnes

‘The best experimentalist now working’ 
The Times, Book of the Week. 

Shel Murray leads a research team into the 
rainforests. After an unexplained death, 
she suspects her team is being hunted. 
Back at home, Shel’s partner is attacked 
touring their new property. Although 
continents apart, the two begin to realise 
that they are being stalked by the same 
threat… 

‘This novel confirms MacInnes as a writer 
of serious ambition and an uncanny 
degree of talent.’ Guardian

Martin MacInnes is the winner of 
the Somerset Maugham award for his 
critically acclaimed debut, Infinite Ground.

Pilgrims
Matthew Kneale

A ragtag collection of pilgrims journey 
from England to Rome in this sly, 
dazzling, polyphonic tale.

1289: seven pilgrims, all from very different 
stations of life, are in search of the sacred… 
but all too often, they find the profane. 
Pilgrims deftly illuminates the fallibility 
of humans and the absurdities and 
consolations of belief.

‘Kneale’s medieval world is animated with 
a refreshing lightness of touch.’ Sunday 
Telegraph

‘Rich and absorbing.’ The Times

Matthew Kneale is the Booker-
shortlisted author of English Passengers 
and of Rome: A History in Seven Sackings,  
a Waterstones Book of the Month.



FEBRUARY

The Baby Is Mine
Oyinkan Braithwaite

A blackly funny piece of Lagos gothic, a short-
story exclusive about parenting and playboys 
for the Quick Reads literacy programme.    

When his girlfriend throws him out during 
the pandemic, Bambi has no choice but to go 
to Ile-Ife, his uncle’s ramshackle old house in 
lock-down Lagos. So far as he knows, only his 
recently widowed aunt is there. But when he 
arrives during a blackout, he is surprised to 
find not only Aunty Bidemi sitting in a candlelit 
room, but also another woman. The two are 
locked in battle – they both claim to be the 
mother of the baby boy, fast asleep in his crib. 
Who is lying and who is telling the truth? His 
grandfather had six wives, but for a carefree 
young playboy in the midst of lock-down, 
two women at war may be more than he can 
handle...

Praise for My Sister, the Serial Killer:

‘A literary sensation.’ Guardian

‘Braithwaite is fiendishly talented.’ The Times

‘A pure joy to read.’ Stylist

Oyinkan Braithwaite is a 
graduate of Creative Writing and 
Law from Kingston University. 
Her first novel, My Sister, the 
Serial Killer, was a Sunday Times 
bestseller and was shortlisted for 
the Women’s Fiction Prize 2019 
and longlisted for the Booker 
Prize 2019. 

Modern and Contemporary Fiction
04 February 2021 • Paperback Original • £1.00
198x129 • 112pp • 9781838952563
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
E-book • £1.00 • 9781838952570
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MARCH

Milk Blood Heat
Dantiel W. Moniz

A sensual collection about marriage and 
motherhood, giving and taking life, and the 
bright, lit-up human flaws in all of us.

A thirteen-year-old girl meditates on her 
sadness and the difference between herself 
and her white best friend; a woman recovering 
from a miscarriage finds herself unable to let 
go of her daughter, whose body parts haunt 
her daily life; servers at a supper club cater 
to the terrifying cravings of their wealthy 
clientele; a teenager resists her family’s church 
and is accused of courting the devil; and two 
estranged siblings take a road-trip with their 
father’s ashes, forced to reckon with all the 
ways he continues to shape them…

‘A gorgeous debut from a wickedly talented new 
writer.’ Lauren Groff, author of Florida

‘Rigorous and complex, lush and surprising…  
A wonder of a debut.’ Nana Kwame Adjei-
Brenyah, author of Friday Black

Dantiel W. Moniz is the recipient 
of the Alice Hoffman Prize for 
Fiction, the Cecelia Joyce Johnson 
Emerging Writer Award by the 
Key West Literary Seminars, and a 
Tin House Scholarship. Milk Blood 
Heat is her first book. She lives in 
Northeast Florida.

Short Stories
04 March 2021
Hardback • £14.99
216x138 • 304pp
9781838950583
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E

E-book • 9781838950590 • £8.99
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Historical Fiction
04 March 2021 • Paperback • £9.99
198x129 • 432pp • 9781838950224
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can, ANZ
Rights: E, SL
E-book • £7.99 • 9781838950231

Modern and Contemporary Fiction
01 April 2021 • Paperback • £8.99
198x129 • 304pp • 9781786499462
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: E, SL
E-book • £8.99 • 9781786499455

The Butchers
Ruth Gilligan

‘A compelling novel about meat and 
blood and a secret society. But also 
about borderlands, wounded families 
and Ireland’s giddy trot towards the 21st 
century.’ Guardian

An old photograph is hung on a gallery 
wall. It shows a slaughter house in rural 
Ireland, a painting of the Virgin Mary on 
the wall, a meat hook suspended from 
the ceiling – and, from its sharp point, the 
lifeless body of a man hanging by his feet…

‘An outstanding contemporary twist 
on the great Irish novel… Highly 
recommended.’ Irish Independent

Ruth Gilligan is an Irish novelist, lecturer 
and journalist. She has written four 
novels, including the Irish bestsellers 
Forget and Nine Folds Make a Paper Swan.

Damascus
Christos Tsiolkas

Vivid, visceral and perennial, Damascus 
unflinchingly dissects doubt, faith, 
tyranny, revolution, cruelty and 
sacrifice.

In a far-flung corner of the Roman Empire, 
Saul – now Paul – is drawn into a radical 
nascent religion. Its mysterious leader’s 
crucifixion leaves followers waiting in limbo 
for a promised return. As factions splinter 
Paul begins to question his new faith and 
the man at its heart.

‘The novel Tsiolkas was born to write.’ 
Financial Times

‘Tsiolkas writes with compelling clarity 
about the primal.’ Sunday Times

Christos Tsiolkas is the author of The 
Slap, which was shortlisted for the 
2009 Miles Franklin Literary Award and 
longlisted for the 2010 Man Booker Prize.
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APRIL
Modern and Contemporary Fiction
01 April 2021
Hardback • £14.99
216x138 • 304pp
9781786499479
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL

E-book • 9781786499486 • £8.99

Nervous System
Lina Meruane

Translated by Megan McDowell

An electric novel of systems, those that keep 
the body alive, those that keep families 
together, those that govern the world around 
us and those that spin planets on their axes 
out in the cosmic dark.    

A young woman struggles to finish her PhD 
on stars and galaxies. Instead, she obsessively 
tracks the experience of her own body, 
listening to its functions and rhythms, finally 
locating in its patterns the beginning of illness 
and instability. As she discovers the precarity 
of her self, she begins to turn her attention 
to the distant orbits of her family members, 
each moving away from the familial system 
and each so different in their experiences, 
but somehow made similar in their shared 
history of illness and trauma, both political and 
personal.

Praise for Seeing Red:

‘Viscous, repulsive and beautiful.’ New Yorker

‘Heartbreaking... Raw... Sexy... Brutal... 
Astonishing.’ The Scotsman 

‘Burns with vigour and urgency.’ Los Angeles Times

Lina Meruane is one of the most 
prominent and influential female 
voices in Chilean contemporary 
literature. She received her PhD 
in Latin American Literature from 
New York University, where she 
currently serves as Professor 
of World and Latin American 
Literature and Creative Writing.



MAY
Modern and Contemporary Fiction
06 May 2021
Hardback • £14.99
210x148 • 272pp 
9781786499585
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: E, SL

E-book • 9781786499592 • £6.99

Export Edition • Trade Paperback •  
9781838951047 • £12.99

We Run the Tides
Vendela Vida

An achingly beautiful and wickedly funny 
story of female friendship, betrayal, and a 
mysterious disappearance.

Teenage Eulabee and her alluring best 
friend, Maria Fabiola, own the streets of Sea 
Cliff, their foggy, oceanside San Francisco 
neighbourhood. Their lives move along 
uneventfully, they attend a swanky all-girls’ 
school, take afternoon walks by the ocean and 
attend weekend sleepovers. Then everything 
changes. Eulabee and Maria Fabiola have a 
disagreement about what they did or didn’t 
witness on the way to school one morning, and 
this creates a schism in their friendship. The 
rupture is followed by Maria Fabiola’s sudden 
disappearance – a potential kidnapping that 
shakes the quiet community, threatening to 
expose unspoken truths and innocence lost.

‘The dreamy yearning and turmoil of youth are 
evoked here so vividly as to seem supernaturally 
conjured.’ Lisa Halliday, author of Asymmetry

‘One of the best novels about girlhood and 
female friendship I’ve ever read.’ Mary Beth 
Keane, author of Ask Again, Yes 

Vendela Vida is the award-
winning author of six books, 
including The Diver’s Clothes  
Lie Empty, And Now You Can Go, 
Let the Northern Lights Erase Your 
Name and The Lovers. A founding 
editor of The Believer magazine, 
she lives in the Bay Area with  
her family.

14
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MAY JUNE
Modern and Contemporary Fiction
03 June 2021 • Paperback • £8.99
198x129 • 288pp • 9781838951283
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can, ANZ
Rights: AU, E, SL
E-book • £6.99 • 9781838951276

Modern and Contemporary Fiction
06 May 2021 • Paperback • £8.99
198x129 • 304pp • 9781786499912
Territories: World English Language
Rights: AU, E, SL
E-book • £5.99 • 9781786499905

The Rain Heron
Robbie Arnott

A novel about war and precarity, about 
the endurance of legends and the dark 
magic to be found in our natural world.

Ren lives alone on the remote frontier of a 
country devastated by a coup. High on the 
forested slopes, she survives by hunting 
and trading – and forgetting. But when 
a young soldier comes to the mountains 
in search of a legendary creature, Ren 
is inexorably drawn into an impossible 
mission…

‘Robbie Arnott has deftly crafted 
an audacious idea into an original, 
compelling work… The Rain Heron is 
literary art.’ The Australian

Robbie Arnott’s first novel, Flames, was 
shortlisted for the Victorian Premier’s 
Literary Award for Fiction and longlisted 
for the Miles Franklin Literary Award. 

The Cat and The City
Nick Bradley

An inventive and beguiling debut of 
missed connections, colliding storylines 
and a calico cat.

A stray cat wends her way through Tokyo 
and brushes up against the seemingly 
disparate lives of the city-dwellers. She 
connects them all – from long-lost brothers 
searching for each other to a convenience 
store worker searching for love – in the 
most unexpected ways. 

‘Ingenious… touching, surprising and 
sometimes heartbreaking.’ Guardian

‘If you’re itching to read a new novel by 
David Mitchell... try this.’ The Times

Nick Bradley lived in Japan for a decade, 
speaks the language fluently and holds 
a PhD focusing on the cat in Japanese 
literature.
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Atlantic Books
Non-Fiction

Atlantic publishes a prize-winning non-fiction list covering history, 
current affairs, popular science and economics. Spring/Summer 2021 

brings a wealth of new titles from defining contemporary writers, 
including Tawseef Khan on Islamophobia, Tom Vanderbilt on lifelong 
learning, Katie Engelhart on assisted dying, Brian Christian on AI and 

Vince Cable on economics. We also have brilliant paperbacks of Wendy 
Moore’s Endell Street and Isabel Hardman’s The Natural Health Service.

17



Beginners
The Curious Power of Lifelong Learning 

Tom Vanderbilt

Discover why learning is good for us and how 
to develop a ‘Beginner’s Mindset’.

For many of us, the last time we learned a new 
skill was during childhood. We live in an age 
that reveres expertise but looks down on the 
beginner. 

This book asks the question: could we 
benefit from embracing new skills, even if 
we’re initially hopeless? Bestselling author Tom 
Vanderbilt sets out to find the answer, tasking 
himself with acquiring several new skills 
under the tutelage of professionals, including 
drawing, singing, juggling, surfing and much 
more. Witty and often surprisingly profound, 
Beginners is an uplifting exploration of the 
science of brain plasticity and how we can 
learn to learn anew.

‘Elegant and persuasive. Vanderbilt tackles 
one of the most pernicious of the lies we tell 
ourselves – that the pleasures of learning are 
reserved for the young.’ Malcolm Gladwell

JANUARY
Popular Science
07 January 2021
Hardback • £16.99
225x148 • 320pp 
9781786493095
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL

E-book • 9781786493125 • £10.99

Export Edition • £14.99 
Trade Paperback • 320pp 
9781786493101

18

Tom Vanderbilt writes for 
numerous publications, including 
Wired, The Financial Times and 
The Wall Street Journal. He is 
the author of the international 
bestseller Traffic: Why We Drive the 
Way We Do (and What It Says About 
Us). He is based in Brooklyn, New 
York.
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History of Medicine
07 January 2021 • Paperback • £9.99
198x129 • 256pp • 9781786491831
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL
E-book • £9.99 • 9781786491824

Current Affairs
07 January 2021 • Paperback • £11.99
198x129 • 608pp • 9781782397489
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL
E-book • £9.99 • 9781782397472

How the Brain Lost 
its Mind
Sex, Hysteria and the Riddle of 
Mental Illness

Allan Ropper and B.D. Burrell

‘Absorbing and scholarly... Hugely 
entertaining.’ Guardian

How the Brain Lost its Mind uncovers the 
colourful yet grim history of neurosyphilis 
and reveals why neurology and psychiatry 
continue to operate independently of 
each other, while also raising a host of 
philosophical and practical questions. 

‘A rollicking ride, patient by patient, 
through the history of two conditions, 
hysteria and neurosyphilis.’ The Times 

Dr Allan H. Ropper and B.D. Burrell are 
the authors of the Sunday Times bestseller 
Reaching Down the Rabbit Hole.

Crisis of Conscience
Whistleblowing in an Age of Fraud

Tom Mueller

‘Powerful... Mueller’s extensively 
reported tales of individual 
whistleblowers and their often cruel 
fates are compelling.’ Washington Post

Drawing on relentless original research, 
including in-depth interviews with 
more than 200 whistleblowers, Crisis of 
Conscience is a modern-day David-and-
Goliath saga, told through a series of 
riveting cases drawn from Big Pharma, the 
military and beyond. 

‘Authoritative and timely.’ George Soros

Tom Mueller is the author of the New 
York Times-bestselling Extra Virginity:  
The Sublime and Scandalous World of  
Olive Oil.
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JANUARY
History of Medicine
14 January 2021
Hardback • £16.99
216x138 • 320pp
9781786497055
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL

E-book • 9781786497062 • £10.99

Export Edition • £14.99  
Trade Paperback • 320pp  
9781838950675

Pain
The Science of the Feeling Brain 

Abdul-Ghaaliq Lalkhen

An enlightening exploration of the fascinating 
science behind pain and the complexities of 
its treatment, by a leading doctor in the field.

Pain is integral to human existence and survival 
but we understand very little of the biological 
mystery underpinning it. Even medical 
practitioners often fail to grasp the complexities 
of how we experience pain. As a result, we are 
currently in the midst of an opioid epidemic 
driven by medical tradition and aided and 
abetted by the pharmaceutical industry.

Common conceptualisations of pain still 
equate it with tissue damage but that is only 
a very small part of the story. A woman who 
has just undergone a caesarean reports 
dramatically less pain and recovers quicker 
than a patient who has had kidney stones 
removed, a similarly damaging operation.  
The truth is that pain is a complex interplay of 
excited nerves, psychological interpretation, 
social preconceptions and cultural context. 

Using case studies, science and medical 
history, Pain is the first book to explain the 
current issues and intricacies surrounding 
the treatment of pain, how we developed our 
current relationship with pain (and why that 
is problematic), and what the future of pain 
treatment holds.

Abdul-Ghaaliq Lalkhen has been 
working in pain management 
for more than ten years. He is a 
member of the Faculty of Pain 
Medicine affiliated to the Royal 
College of Anaesthetists and a 
Visiting Professor at Manchester 
Metropolitan University. He lives 
in Manchester.
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JANUARY
Information Technology
21 January 2021 
Hardback • £16.99
225x148 • 464pp 
9781786494306
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: E, SL

E-book • 9781786494320 • £9.99

Export Edition • £14.99
Trade Paperback • 464pp 
9781786494313

The Alignment Problem
How Can Machines Learn Human Values?

Brian Christian

How do we prevent AI working against us?

Algorithms impact every aspect of modern life, 
from the news we consume to which friends 
wish us happy birthday. But as they make 
ever more decisions on our behalf, how do we 
ensure they do what we want?

This conundrum – dubbed ‘The Alignment 
Problem’ – is the subject of this timely and 
important book. From the AI program which 
cheats at computer games to the sexist 
algorithm behind Google Translate, bestselling 
author Brian Christian explains the collision 
between artificial intelligence and human 
values. Urgent and compelling, this is an 
accessible primer to one of the most important 
issues facing us today.

‘Vital reading. This is the book on artificial 
intelligence we need right now.’ Mike Krieger,  
co-founder of Instagram

‘Fascinating and provocative.’ Stuart Russell

Brian Christian is the author 
of the acclaimed bestsellers 
The Most Human Human and 
Algorithms to Live By, which have 
been translated into nineteen 
languages. A visiting scholar at the 
University of California, Berkeley, 
he lives in San Francisco.
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The Natural Health 
Service
What the Great Outdoors Can Do 
for Your Mind

Isabel Hardman

The bestselling author and award-winning 
journalist investigates how nature and 
exercise can boost mental wellbeing.

In The Natural Health Service, Isabel 
Hardman draws on her own personal 
experience, interviews with mental illness 
sufferers and psychologists, and the latest 
research to examine what role wildlife and 
exercise can play in helping anyone cope 
with mental illness.

‘Brilliant, clear-eyed and convincing.’ Matt 
Haig

Isabel Hardman is assistant editor 
of the Spectator and presents Week in 
Westminster on BBC Radio 4. 

The New Class War
Saving Democracy from the 
Metropolitan Elite

Michael Lind

A maverick thinker offers a bold new 
framework for understanding turmoil in 
the West.

In this controversial and groundbreaking 
book, one of America’s leading thinkers 
argues that only a fresh class settlement 
can avert a never-ending cycle of clashes 
between oligarchs and populists – and  
save democracy.

‘Sharply argued... Lind’s book offers a 
bracing, and at times brilliant, polemic.’ 
Financial Times

Michael Lind is the author of more than 
a dozen books of non-fiction, fiction and 
poetry. 

Sociology
04 February 2021 • Paperback • £8.99
198x129 • 224pp • 9781786499578
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: E, SL
E-book • £9.99 • 9781786499561

Nature
07 January 2021 • Paperback • £9.99
198x129 • 336pp • 9781786495921
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL, US
E-book • £9.99 • 9781786495938
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FEBRUARY

The Warrior and the Prophet
The Shawnee Brothers Who Defied a Nation

Peter Cozzens

The riveting story of the Native American 
brothers who united the greatest number of 
tribes ever to fight the white settlers, by the 
author of The Earth Is Weeping.

Until his death in 1813, Shawnee chief 
Tecumseh was, alongside his brother 
Tenskwatawa, the co-founder of the greatest 
pan-Indian confederation in history. Over 
time, Tenskwatawa has been relegated to the 
shadows, but Peter Cozzens now shows us that 
while Tecumseh was a brilliant diplomat and 
war leader, it was Tenskwatawa, the ‘Shawnee 
Prophet’, who created a vital doctrine of 
religious and cultural revitalization that unified 
the disparate tribes of the Old Northwest. 

Bringing the reader to the forefront of the 
chaos and violence that characterized the 
young American republic, Cozzens tells the 
untold story of the brothers who retaliated 
against the threat of white expansion and 
reveals how they were the Native Americans’ 
last hope.

Praise for The Earth Is Weeping: 

‘Extraordinary... Cozzens has stripped the myth 
from these stories, but he is such a superb writer 
that what remains is exquisite.’ The Times 

FEBRUARY
History
04 February 2021
Hardback • £25.00
234x156 • 560pp
9781838951498
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL

E-book • 9781838951504 • £7.99

Peter Cozzens is the author of 
over seventeen books on the Civil 
War and the American West. He 
recently retired after 30 years as 
a Foreign Service Officer with the 
US Department of State. The Earth 
Is Weeping was the winner of the 
Gilder Lehrman Prize for Military 
History and the Caroline Bancroft 
History Prize.
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Economics
04 February 2021
Hardback • £20.00
234x156 • 320pp
9781786495105
Territories: World
Rights: AU, E, SL, T, US

E-book • 9781786495129 • £10.99

Export Edition • £14.99
Trade Paperback • 320pp 
9781786495112

Money and Power
The World Leaders Who Changed Economics

Vince Cable

A captivating economic history of government 
all over the world.

Economics is not just a science of models and 
mathematics – through policy it has the power 
to transform people’s lives for better or worse. 
In this magisterial history, economist and 
politician Vince Cable examines the legacy of 
sixteen world leaders who transformed their 
countries’ fortunes and who also challenged 
economic convention. From Lenin in the USSR 
to Thatcher in the UK, from Lee Kuan Yew 
in Singapore to Trump in the US, Money and 
Power provides a whole new perspective on 
the science of government. Examining the 
interplay of economics and politics, this is a 
compelling journey through some of the most 
significant people and events of the past 300 
years.

Praise for After the Storm:

‘A lucid, erudite analysis of the global economy, 
and Britain’s place in it.’ Observer

‘A remarkably rounded work... Cable has 
produced a book that makes a serious and 
relevant contribution.’ Evening Standard

Sir Vince Cable is the former UK 
Secretary of State for Business, 
Innovation and Skills and former 
President of the UK Board of 
Trade. He is the Sunday Times 
bestselling author of The Storm: 
The World Economic Crisis and 
What It Means. 
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Travel Writing
04 February 2021
Hardback • £14.99
216x138 • 302pp
9781838953010
Territories: World All Languages 
Rights: AU, E, SL, T, US

E-book • 9781838953027 • £14.99

The Rome Plague Diaries
Lockdown Life in the Eternal City 

Matthew Kneale

A warm and affectionate portrait of a city 
and a people under lockdown during the 
Covid-19 crisis, by the prize-winning author 
of Rome: A History in Seven Sackings.

On the first morning of Rome’s Covid-19 
lockdown Matthew Kneale felt an urge to 
connect with friends and acquaintances and 
began writing an email, describing where he 
was, what was happening and what it felt like, 
and sent it to everyone he could think of. He 
was soon composing daily reports as he tried to 
comprehend a period of time, when everyone’s 
lives suddenly changed and Italy struggled 
against an epidemic, that was so strange, so 
troubling and so fascinating that he found it 
impossible to think about anything else. 

Having lived in Rome for eighteen years, 
Matthew has grown to know the capital and its 
citizens well and this collection of brilliant diary 
pieces connects what he has learned about the 
city with this extraordinary, anxious moment, 
revealing the Romans through the intense 
prism of the coronavirus crisis.

Praise for Rome: A History in Seven Sackings:

‘Gripping and ingenious... Kneale’s account is  
a masterpiece of pacing and suspense.’  
Sunday Times

Matthew Kneale is the author 
of seven novels and two works 
of non-fiction. His debut 
novel, Whore Banquets, won the 
Somerset Maugham Award, Sweet 
Thames won the John Llewellyn 
Rhys Prize, and English Passengers, 
shortlisted for the Man Booker 
and Miles Franklin, won the 
Whitbread Book of the Year 
Award in 2000. His previous 
non-fiction book, Rome: A History 
in Seven Sackings, was a Sunday 
Times bestseller.
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History
04 March 2021 • Paperback • £9.99
198x129 • 304pp • 9781786497901
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can, India
Rights: AU, E, SL
E-book • £9.99 • 9781786497895

Biography and Memoir
04 February 2021 • Paperback • £10.99
198x129 • 368pp • 9781786492685
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL
E-book • £9.99 • 9781786492678

The Hidden History 
of Burma
A Crisis of Race and Capitalism

Thant Myint-U

‘A sobering account, told elegantly and 
eruditely.’ Financial Times

In this compelling and timely inside 
account of the recent crisis in Burma,  
Thant Myint-U explores the country’s 
troubled journey from dictatorship to 
democracy, and details an unsettling 
prognosis for the future.

‘Thant Myint-U is the greatest living 
historian of Burma.’ William Dalrymple

Thant Myint-U is an award-winning 
writer, historian and conservationist.

Parisian Lives
Samuel Beckett, Simone de 
Beauvoir and Me – a Memoir 

Deirdre Bair

Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize for 
Biography 2020.

In a refreshingly candid memoir, award-
winning biographer Deirdre Bair explores 
her fifteen remarkable years in Paris with 
Samuel Beckett and Simone de Beauvoir, 
painting intimate new portraits of two 
literary giants and revealing secrets of the 
biographical art.

‘Fascinating... Wonderfully entertaining 
and absorbing.’ Sunday Times 

Deirdre Bair was a celebrated writer and 
biographer. She received the National 
Book Award for Samuel Beckett: A 
Biography.  
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Endell Street
The Women Who Ran Britain’s 
Trailblazing Military Hospital

Wendy Moore

The forgotten story of a London hospital 
during WWI which was staffed and run 
entirely by women.

In 1915 pioneering suffragette doctors 
Flora Murray and Louisa Garrett Anderson 
established a new military hospital in a 
vast and derelict old workhouse in London. 
Endell Street provides a long-overdue 
tribute to the brilliance and bravery of an 
extraordinary group of women.

‘A masterpiece... an unmissable, thrilling 
read.’ Evening Standard

‘Meticulously researched, written with 
elan and wit.’ New York Times

Wendy Moore is a freelance journalist 
and author of five non-fiction books on 
medical and social history. She lives in 
London.

The Home Stretch
Why the Gender Revolution Stalled 
at the Kitchen Sink

Sally Howard

A lively, sharp look at one of the great 
ignored issues of feminism: domestic 
labour.

While women are making slow but 
steady gains in the workplace, at home 
the housework divide is widening. This 
fascinating investigation examines 
feminism’s final frontier: the domestic 
labour gap, showing how we got here and 
what the future could look like.

‘An impassioned and compelling case 
for why housework is fundamental... the 
kind of book you’ll want to pass between 
friends.’ New Statesman

Sally Howard is a journalist specializing 
in gender, human rights and social trends. 
She lives in London.

Gender Studies
04 March 2021 • Paperback • £9.99
198x129 • 336pp • 9781786497598
Territories: UK C/Wealth
Rights: AU, E, SL
E-book • £7.99 • 9781786497581

History of Medicine
04 March 2021 • Paperback • £8.99
198x129 • 384pp • 9781786495853
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL
E-book • £8.99 • 9781786495860
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Islam
04 March 2021
Hardback • £14.99
216x138 • 240pp
9781786499516
Territories: World
Rights: AU, E, SL, T, US

E-book • 9781786499547 • £12.99

Export Edition • £12.99
Trade Paperback • 240pp  
9781786499523

The Muslim Problem
Why We’re Wrong About Islam and Why It Matters

Tawseef Khan

A provocative exploration of what it means to 
be a Muslim today.

Why are Muslim men portrayed as inherently 
violent? Does the veil violate women’s rights? 
Is Islam stopping Muslims from integrating?

Across Western societies, Muslims are more 
misunderstood than any other minority. But 
what does it mean to believe in Islam today 
–  to have forged your beliefs and identity in 
the shadow of 9/11 and the War on Terror? 
Exploding stereotypes from both inside and 
outside the faith, The Muslim Problem shows 
that while we may think we know all about 
Islam we are often wrong about even the 
most basic facts.

Bold and provocative, The Muslim Problem 
is both a wake-up call for non-believers and 
a passionate new framework for Muslims 
to navigate a world that is often set against 
them.

Tawseef Khan is a solicitor 
specializing in immigration and 
asylum law and a human rights 
activist. In 2016, he obtained 
a doctoral degree from the 
University of Liverpool, where his 
thesis explored the experiences 
of lesbian, gay and bisexual 
asylum-seekers under the British 
asylum system. He was a recipient 
of a 2017 Northern Writers 
Award. He is a Muslim and lives in 
Manchester.
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The Inevitable
Stories of Life, Meaning and the Right to Die

Katie Engelhart

A compelling and beautifully written 
investigation into the Right to Die movement.

Award-winning journalist Katie Engelhart 
explores one of our most abiding taboos: 
that of assisted suicide. From Avril, the 
80-year-old British woman illegally importing 
pentobarbital, to the Australian doctor 
dispensing suicide manuals online, Engelhart 
travels the world to hear the stories behind 
this contentious moral dilemma.

At once intensely troubling and profoundly 
moving, The Inevitable interrogates our most 
uncomfortable moral questions. Should a 
paralyzed teenager be allowed to end her life? 
Should we be free to die painlessly before 
dementia takes our mind? But the book also 
does something more. In examining our end, it 
sheds crucial light on what it means to flourish 
and live.

‘I couldn’t stop reading. Katie Engelhart refuses 
to look away from death, or more accurately, 
from dying. The Inevitable challenges us to keep 
looking and asking hard questions, even if we 
are uncomfortable with the answers.’ Anne 
Marie Slaughter

Sociology
04 March 2021
Hardback • £14.99
216x138 • 320pp
9781786495648
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL

E-book • 9781786495655 • £9.99

Katie Engelhart is a writer and 
documentary filmmaker with 
NBC. She previously worked as 
a UK-based correspondent and 
presenter for VICE News. She 
is the recipient of numerous 
journalism awards, including the 
American National Magazine 
Award, the Canadian National 
Magazine Award and the British 
Broadcasting Award.
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Geography
01 April 2021 • Paperback • £9.99
198x129 • 256pp • 9781786498120
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL
E-book • £9.99 • 9781786498113

Information Technology
04 March 2021 • Paperback • £9.99
198x129 • 256pp • 9781786496881
Territories: World
Rights: AU, E, SL, T, US
E-book • £9.99 • 9781786496898

The Age of Islands
In Search of New and Disappearing 
Islands

Alastair Bonnett

‘Extraordinary... Bonnett writes with 
an acerbic charm... A fascinating and 
intelligent book.’ Sunday Times 

Alastair Bonnett takes the reader on a 
compelling and thought-provoking tour 
of the world’s newest, most fragile and 
beautiful islands and reveals how they all 
have urgent stories to tell.

‘A knowledgeable world tour of different 
types of islands, much enhanced by self-
deprecating accounts of his own often 
shoestring visits.’ Literary Review

Alastair Bonnett is Professor of Social 
Geography at Newcastle University. 

Apocalypse How?
Technology and the Threat of 
Disaster

Oliver Letwin

An urgent and eye-opening examination 
of how technology is leaving society 
open to myriad catastrophic threats.

In this groundbreaking book, former 
government minister Oliver Letwin looks 
ten years into the future and imagines a 
networked society in which the national 
grid has collapsed – with disastrous 
consequences. Using his vast experience, 
Letwin explores why we should question 
our unshakeable faith in technology.

‘Entertaining and insightful.’  Evening 
Standard

‘One of the most important books of the 
year.’ Literary Review

Sir Oliver Letwin was MP for West 
Dorset from 1997 to 2019. He lives in 
West Dorset and London.
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01 April 2021
Hardback • £20.00
234x156 • 400pp
9781786498724
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL

E-book • 9781786498731 • £10.99

The Florentines 
From Dante to Galileo

Paul Strathern

A sweeping 400-year history of both the 
city and the people who gave birth to the 
Renaissance.

Between the birth of Dante in 1265 and the 
death of Galileo in 1642 something happened 
which completely revolutionized Western 
civilization. Painting, sculpture and architecture 
would all visibly change in a striking fashion. 
Likewise, the thought and self-conception of 
humanity would take on a completely different 
aspect. Sciences would be born, or emerge in 
an entirely new guise.

In a compelling narrative, Paul Strathern 
shows how the ideas which broke this mould 
largely began, and flourished, in Florence. 
While bringing to life the city and a vast cast of 
Florentines – including Dante, Galileo, Botticelli, 
Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo – he reveals 
how this transformation of the Western world 
has remained indelibly stamped by its origins.

Praise for The Borgias: 

‘This history of ruthlessness, intrigue and 
men broken on Fortune’s Wheel is a wickedly 
entertaining read.’ The Times 

‘A vivid insight into the hothouse world of papal 
politics in the tumultuous years before the 
Reformation.’ Daily Telegraph

Paul Strathern studied 
Philosophy at Trinity College, 
Dublin. He is a Somerset 
Maugham Award-winning novelist 
and the author of several works of 
non-fiction, including The Medici, 
The Artist, the Philosopher and the 
Warrior, Spirit of Venice, Death in 
Florence and The Borgias.
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Astrology
01 April 2021
Hardback • £14.99
216x138 • 256pp
9781838951146
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL

E-book • 9781838951160 • £6.99

Export Edition • £12.99
Trade Paperback • 256pp 
9781838951153

The Real Zodiac
The True Story in Your Stars

Tom Kerss

An engaging and lively cultural and scientific 
exploration of the stars of the Zodiac.

The twelve constellations that make up the 
Zodiac have been touch points for stargazers 
for thousands of years. Visible from nearly 
everywhere on earth, they contain some of the 
brightest stars in the sky.

The myths and stories pinned to these 
stars were the foundation for astronomical 
understanding long before the development 
of the scientific method. Astronomy has now 
provided the answers that were sought for 
most of human history, and it is up to us to 
revive the storytelling tradition of the past to 
engage with them.

The Real Zodiac is an entertaining guide 
to reacquainting ourselves with the night 
sky – seeking out and understanding the real 
constellations that inspired our star signs. 
Drawing from both the old tales our ancestors 
told about the stars and the science of their 
true nature, this book tells the wonderful true 
story of our relationship with the cosmos.

Tom Kerss is an astronomer, 
astrophotographer, writer and 
science communicator, formerly 
based at the Royal Observatory 
in London. He is the author of the 
hugely popular Stargazing and 
Moongazing and has written for 
a range of publications from BBC 
Sky at Night to the Guardian.
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E-book • £10.99 • 9781786498342

The Great Imperial Hangover
How Empires Have Shaped the World

Samir Puri

A groundbreaking book that explains how the 
world’s history of empires still influence our 
lives and politics today

For the first time in millennia we live without 
empires. But that doesn’t mean we don’t feel 
their presence. From Russia’s incursions in 
the Ukraine to Brexit; from Trump’s ‘America-
first’ policy to Chinese activity in Africa; from 
Modi’s India to the hotbed of the Middle East, 
The Great Imperial Hangover examines how 
the world’s imperial legacies are shaping the 
thorniest issues we face today.

History
01 April 2021
Paperback • £10.99
198x129 • 384pp
9781786498335
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL, T

Praise for The Great Imperial Hangover:

‘Enlightening.’ Spectator

‘Excellent.’ Robert D. Kaplan

Samir Puri is adjunct professor 
in the Johns Hopkins School 
of Advanced International 
Studies and a lecturer in King’s 
College London’s War Studies 
Department.
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06 May 2021
Hardback • £16.99
234x156 • 304pp
9781786497789
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL

E-book • 9781786497802 • £8.99

Export Edition • £14.99
Trade Paperback  • 304pp 
9781786497796

Mine!
How the Hidden Rules of Ownership Control Our Lives

Michael Heller and James Salzman

A Freakonomics-style investigation into 
the mysteries of ownership, filled with 
counterintuitive insights and fascinating case 
studies.

Who controls the space around an aeroplane 
seat: you or the person behind you trying to 
work on their laptop? Who owns your favourite 
football player? And why do Facebook and 
Google want your private data?

In Mine! Michael Heller and James Salzman 
reveal the hidden economic and social rules 
that guide everyday life, demonstrating that 
much of what we assume about ownership 
is wrong. Whether a lost wallet, a playground 
swing or a London flat, Mine! explores 
what ownership means and why it governs 
everything we do.

Praise for The Gridlock Economy by Michael 
Heller:

‘A compelling account with broad policy 
implications.’ Business Week

‘A new way to look at economic issues.’ Reuters

Michael Heller is Professor 
of Real Estate Law and former 
Vice Dean for Intellectual Life at 
Columbia Law School. One of the 
world’s leading authorities on 
ownership, he is the author of The 
Gridlock Economy.

James Salzman is Professor 
of Environmental Law at UCLA 
School of Law. He has written 
more than ninety articles and nine 
books, including Drinking Water.
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06 May 2021
Hardback • £16.99
225x147 • 304pp
9781786498281
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL

E-book • 9781786498304 • £7.99

Export Edition • £14.99
Trade Paperback  • 304pp 
9781786498298

The Founders
Elon Musk, Peter Thiel and the Company that Made the 
Modern Internet

Jimmy Soni

The gripping inside story of PayPal and how 
Silicon Valley’s most successful entrepreneurs 
created the digital age as we know it.

Out of PayPal’s ranks have come three 
billionaires and dozens of multi-millionaires, 
including household names like Elon Musk, 
Peter Thiel and Reid Hoffman. PayPal’s alumni 
have built, funded and advised almost all of 
the billion-dollar-plus companies to emerge 
from Silicon Valley in the past two decades.

This book tells the gripping story of how the 
so-called PayPal Mafia turned a scrappy start-
up into one of the most successful businesses 
of all time, worth over $70 billion today. Full 
of fascinating characters and anecdotes about 
Silicon Valley’s biggest titans, The Founders also 
shows how PayPal’s innovations continue to 
power the internet today.

Praise for A Mind at Play: How Claude Shannon 
Invented the Information Age:

‘A long overdue, insightful, and humane  
portrait of eccentric and towering genius.’   
Walter Isaacson

Jimmy Soni is an author and 
editor who has worked for the 
New York Observer, the Washington 
Examiner and HuffPost, among 
others. With Rob Goodman he is 
the author of Rome’s Last Citizen 
and A Mind at Play: How Claude 
Shannon Invented the Information 
Age. He lives in New York.
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Twelve stylish paperback editions to celebrate and 
commemorate Christopher Hitchens’ most wry and 
provocative works.
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Business
06 May 2021 • Paperback • £8.99
198x129 • 192pp • 9781838950873
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL
E-book • £7.99 • 9781838950835

38

Business
06 May 2021 • Paperback • £9.99
198x129 • 272pp • 978381786497222
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL, T
E-book • £6.99 • 9781786497215

Good Company
How to Build a Business Without 
Losing Your Values

Julietta Dexter

One of the UK’s leading women CEOs 
explores a new paradigm for long-term 
business success.

In this powerful and hopeful book, 
the award-winning CEO of The 
Communications Store, Julietta Dexter, 
explains why profit should be just one 
consideration among several, and why 
honesty, reliability and diversity are the 
best foundations for long-term success.

‘What a joy!’ Ruby Wax

‘Timely.’ Stylist

Julietta Dexter founded The 
Communications Store in 1995. She lives 
in London.

The Curse of 
Bigness
How Corporate Giants Came to 
Rule the World

Tim Wu

A compelling argument for why we 
must fight global monopolies to protect 
freedom and prosperity.

In The Curse of Bigness, Tim Wu exposes 
the threats monopolies pose to economic 
stability and social freedom around 
the world. Urgent and persuasive, this 
manifesto argues we need to rediscover 
the anti-monopoly traditions that brought 
great peace and prosperity in the past.

‘Admirably concise and punchy.’ The Times

‘An excellent primer.’ Financial Times

Tim Wu is Professor of Law, Science and 
Technology at Columbia Law School and a 
contributing writer for the New York Times. 
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Social History
06 May 2021 • Paperback • £9.99
198x129 • 448pp • 9781786497192
Territories: World English Language
Rights: AU, E, SL, US
E-book • £9.99 • 9781786497178

Politics
03 June 2021 • Paperback • £9.99
198x129 • 320pp • 9781786499783
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL, T, US
E-book • £8.99 • 9781786499776

Why the Germans 
do it Better
Notes from a Grown-Up Country

John Kampfner

‘Authoritative, timely and courageous.’ 
Philippe Sands

Mixing personal journey and anecdote 
with compelling empirical evidence, this is 
a provocative and entertaining exploration 
of the country many still love to hate. Part 
memoir, part history, part travelogue, Why 
the Germans do it Better is a rich and witty 
portrait of an eternally fascinating country.

‘Smart, provocative and entertaining.’  
Kay Burley

John Kampfner is an award-winning 
author, broadcaster and foreign-affairs 
commentator. He is the former editor of 
the New Statesman.

Open
The Story of Human Progress

Johan Norberg

A vital exploration of openness and why 
we must defend it at all costs.

Humanity’s embrace of openness is the 
key to our success, so why are we intent on 
ruining it? Part sweeping history and part 
polemic, this urgent book argues why an 
open world with an open economy is worth 
fighting for more than ever.

‘Superb.’  Matt Ridley

‘Excellent.’ Vince Cable

Johan Norberg is an author, lecturer and 
filmmaker. He spreads his time between 
his native Sweden and the US.
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Politics
03 June 2021
Hardback • £14.99
216x138 • 224pp
9781838951818
Territories: World English 
Language

E-book • 9781838951825 • £8.99

Hard Choices
Britain and the New Geometry of Global Power

Peter Ricketts

A groundbreaking exploration of the difficult 
decisions Britain faces outside the EU in a 
fast-changing world.

After decades of peace and prosperity, 
the international order put in place after 
World War Two is rapidly coming to an end. 
Disastrous foreign wars, global recession, the 
meteoric rise of China and India and the Covid 
pandemic have undermined the power of the 
West’s international institutions and unleashed 
the forces of nationalism and protectionism.

In this lucid and groundbreaking analysis, 
one of Britain’s most experienced senior 
diplomats highlights the key dilemmas Britain 
faces, from trade to security, arguing that 
international co-operation and solidarity are 
the surest ways to prosper in a world more 
dangerous than ever.

Peter Ricketts has been at 
the heart of Britain’s foreign 
policy for more than 30 years. 
He was Chairman of the Joint 
Intelligence Committee, UK 
Permanent Representative to 
NATO, Permanent Secretary in the 
Foreign Office and Ambassador 
to France. He has written for the 
Financial Times, the Times, the 
New Statesman and Prospect, and 
regularly appears on Sky News 
and the BBC. Hard Choices is his 
first book. 
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Biography and Memoir
03 June 2021 • Paperback • £9.99
198x129 • 368pp • 9781786497932
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL
E-book • £12.99 • 9781786497925

Aviation
03 June 2021 • Paperback • £9.99
198x129 • 352pp • 9781786494214
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: E
E-book • £10.99 • 9781786494207

The Mystery of 
Charles Dickens
A.N. Wilson

A brilliant and insightful celebration 
of the imaginative genius of Charles 
Dickens.

Filled with twists, pathos and unusual 
characters, The Mystery of Charles Dickens 
looks back from the legendary writer’s 
death to recall the key events in his life. 
In doing so, A.N. Wilson brilliantly revisits 
the wellspring of Dickens’ imagination, 
revealing why his novels continue to 
resonate today.

‘Hugely enjoyable...  Wonderfully fresh 
and vivid.’ Daily Telegraph

A.N. Wilson is a prolific and award-
winning biographer and celebrated 
novelist. 

Wings Over Water
The Story of the World’s Greatest Air 
Race and the Birth of the Spitfire

Jonathan Glancey

The story of the Schneider Trophy, a 
series of air races that captivated both 
sides of the Atlantic.

Announced in 1912, the Schneider Trophy 
stole the imaginations of pioneering 
aircraft manufacturers in America, France, 
Britain and Italy, as they competed in a 
series of air races that led to the most 
potent military fighters of World War Two. 
It is an exhilarating tale of raw adventure 
and engineering genius.

Praise for Concorde:

‘A thoughtful hymn to a great symbol of 
the analogue age.’ The Times

Jonathan Glancey’s books include The 
Journey Matters, Concorde, Harrier, Giants 
of Steam and Spitfire: The Biography.
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The New Opium
Capitalism, Mental Health and the Sedation of a Nation

Dr James Davies

A provocative and shocking look at how 
Western society is misunderstanding and 
mistreating mental illness.

In Britain alone, more than 20 per cent of the 
adult population take a psychiatric drug in any 
one year. This is an increase of over 500 per 
cent since 1980 and the numbers continue to 
grow. Yet, despite this prescription epidemic, 
levels of mental illness of all types have 
actually increased in number and severity.

Using a wealth of studies, interviews with 
experts, and detailed analysis, Dr James 
Davies argues that this is because we have 
fundamentally mischaracterized the problem. 
Rather than viewing most mental distress as 
an understandable reaction to wider societal 
problems, we have embraced a medical model 
which situates the problem solely within the 
sufferer and their brain. 

Urgent and persuasive, The New Opium 
systematically examines why this individualistic 
view of mental illness has been promoted by 
successive governments and big business – 
and why it is so misplaced and dangerous. 

Praise for Cracked:

‘Chilling reading.’ Will Self, Guardian

Dr James Davies is Associate 
Professor of Mental Health and 
Anthropology at the University of 
Roehampton. He is the author of 
the bestselling book Cracked: Why 
psychiatry is doing more harm than 
good.
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Black and Blue
The True-life Story of Britain’s Most Senior Asian Policewoman

Parm Sandhu with Stuart Prebble

A controversial and inspirational true life 
story that details the appalling prejudice 
faced by the most senior BAME officer in the 
London Metropolitan police force. 

In an enthralling narrative, Parm Sandhu 
chronicles her journey from life in 1960s 
Birmingham as the fourth child of immigrants 
from the Punjab to the senior ranks of the 
Met. Forced into an abusive arranged marriage 
aged just 16, Parm eventually picked up her 
newborn son and escaped to London. After 
several years working in the DHSS, she joined 
the Met as a constable.

In a police career lasting thirty years, she 
worked in everything from crime prevention 
to counter-terrorism, however, her time on 
the force was chequered throughout with 
incidents of racial and gender discrimination, 
and she eventually found herself facing a 
spurious charge of gross misconduct.  

In Black and Blue Parm tells her shocking 
story and of her quest for justice in her police 
work and for herself. It is a story that cannot 
fail to inspire anyone who has experienced 
prejudice or abuse of any kind.

Parm Sandhu joined the police 
in 1989 and rose through the 
ranks to become the highest 
ranking female Asian officer in 
the Met. Among many honours, 
Parm has been awarded Asian 
Women of the Year, the Vasakhi 
Award (Mayor of London) and 
Sikh Women of Distinction (Sikh 
Women’s Alliance).

Stuart Prebble was for many 
years a leading television 
journalist, notably on ITV’s World 
in Action programme, and later 
became CEO of ITV. He is now a 
successful producer and writer.
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Corvus
Corvus is Atlantic’s commercial fiction imprint, publishing in 

all genres, including crime and thriller, historical and women’s 
fiction. We aim to delight readers in both print and digital 

with addictively entertaining and thrilling stories. Our Spring/
Summer 2021 season includes The Favour, a blistering debut 
about power and privilege, and The Girl in the Mirror, a twisty 

suspense novel about identical twins and a holiday gone wrong. 
We also have exciting new novels from bestselling authors 

Elizabeth Buchan, Sam Blake, S.W. Perry and Caroline Bond.
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The Dark Room
Sam Blake

A pacey and thrilling tale from the author of 
the number one Irish Times bestseller, Keep 
Your Eyes on Me.

Rachel Lambert leaves London afraid for 
her personal safety and in search of the true 
identity of a murdered homeless man with 
links to a country house hotel called Hare’s 
Landing.

New York-based crime reporter Caroline 
Kelly’s career is threatened by a lawsuit and 
she needs some thinking space away from her 
job. But almost as soon as she arrives at Hare’s 
Landing, the old hotel begins to reveal its 
secrets – a 30-year-old missing person’s case 
and the mysterious death of the hotel’s former 
owner.

As Rachel and Caroline join forces, it 
becomes clear the two mysteries are 
intertwined – and that there is nothing more 
dangerous than the truth...

Praise for Keep Your Eyes on Me:

‘A fast-paced thriller with a twisting plot.’  
Irish Times 

‘Pacey and exciting and totally joyous.’ Jo Spain

‘Delightfully dark and satisfying.’ Roz Watkins

‘Terrific.’ Alex Marwood

Sam Blake is a pseudonym for 
Vanessa Fox O’Loughlin, the 
founder of The Inkwell Group 
publishing consultancy and the 
hugely popular national writing 
resources website writing.ie. She 
is Ireland’s leading literary scout 
and has assisted many award-
winning and bestselling authors 
to publication.
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The Surplus Girls’ Orphans
Polly Heron

The second in a quartet of sagas following 
three Surplus Girls as they seek happiness 
after the tragedies suffered in World War One.

Manchester, 1922. Molly Watson has had 
enough. Engaged for the last three years to 
a penny-pinching pedant, she finally decides 
she’d rather be a surplus girl than marry a 
man she doesn’t truly love. In order to support 
herself, she joins a secretarial class to learn 
new skills, and a whole world opens up to her.

When Molly gets a job at St Anthony’s 
Orphanage, she befriends caretaker Aaron 
Abrams. But a misunderstanding leaves them 
at loggerheads, and damages her in the eyes 
of the children she has come to care so deeply 
about. Can she recover her reputation, her 
livelihood and her budding friendship, before 
it’s too late?

Praise for The Surplus Girls:

‘An enjoyable read full of good friends and bad 
characters.’ People’s Friend 

‘A real page-turner that will tug on your heart 
strings.’ Anna Jacobs 

Polly Heron has worked as a 
librarian specializing in schools 
and children, an infant teacher, 
a carer and a cook. She lives in 
North Wales with her husband, 
but her writing is inspired by her 
Mancunian roots. 
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Alexander’s Legacy:  
The Three Paradises
Robert Fabbri 

In the second instalment in this breakneck, 
brutal new series, the fight to control the 
largest empire in the world continues...

Alexander the Great’s sudden and unexpected 
death has left the largest, most formidable 
empire the world has ever seen leaderless. As 
the fight to take control descends into ruthless 
scheming and bloody battles, no one – man, 
woman or child – is safe.

As wars on land and sea are lost and 
won, and promises are broken, long-buried 
secrets come to light in the quest for the true 
circumstances surrounding Alexander’s death. 
Was he murdered, and if so by whom? And 
who will eventually ascend to power at the 
helm of the empire – if it manages to survive 
that long? 

Can one champion vanquish all...?

Praise for To The Strongest:

‘Fabbri does an admirable job of marshalling  
his characters and leavens the dark politics with 
wit and action.’ Antonia Senior, The Times

‘An excellent new series by the consistently 
brilliant Robert Fabbri.’ Sunday Sport

Robert Fabbri worked in film 
and TV for 25 years. He has a life-
long passion for ancient history, 
which inspired him to write the 
bestselling Vespasian series and 
the Alexander’s Legacy series. He 
lives in London and Berlin.

Historical Adventure
07 January 2021
Hardback • £17.99
234x156 • 416pp
9781786498007
Territories: World English Language
Rights: E, SL, US

E-book • 9781786498021 • £7.99

Export Edition • £12.99  
Trade Paperback • 9781786498014
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Historical Crime
04 February 2021 • Paperback • £8.99
198x129 • 464pp • 9781786498991
Territories: World
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E-book • £4.99 • 9781786498984

Modern and Contemporary Fiction
07 January 2021 • Paperback • £8.99
198x129 • 304pp • 9781786499257
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL
E-book • £4.99 • 9781786499240

The Saracen’s Mark
S.W. Perry

The Jackdaw Mysteries series

The third instalment from the 
bestselling author of the Jackdaw 
Mysteries series.

England, 1593. Physician and reluctant spy 
Nicholas Shelby is coerced into travelling to 
Marrakech to discover the fate of a missing 
trader. Can he survive his mission and 
return home safely to rescue what’s left of 
his fledgling relationship?

Praise for S.W. Perry:

‘My favourite historical crime series.’  
S.G. MacLean

‘Historical fiction at its most sumptuous.’ 
Rory Clements

S.W. Perry was a journalist and 
broadcaster before retraining as a pilot. 
He lives in Worcestershire with his wife.

One Split Second
Caroline Bond

A moving and ultimately uplifting novel 
about how one split second can change 
everything.

A car carrying five friends home from 
a party crashes into a wall and the 
consequences are devastating. Everyone 
is affected – those directly involved, their 
families and the wider community. With 
tender care, One Split Second explores our 
understanding of love and loyalty, grief and 
forgiveness.

‘Haunting and nuanced… Bond describes 
the most desperate moments with 
empathy and insight.’ Charity Norman

Caroline Bond is the author of The Second 
Child, which was picked for The Radio 2 
Book Club in 2018. 
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The Last Snow
Stina Jackson
Translated by Susan Beard

From the award-winning author of The Silver 
Road comes an eerie, atmospheric tale of 
revenge and redemption.

Early spring has its icy grip on Ödesmark, 
a small village in northernmost Sweden, 
abandoned by many of its inhabitants. But 
Liv Björnlund never left. She lives in a derelict 
house together with her teenage son and her 
ageing father, Vidar. They make for a peculiar 
family and are the cause of gossip among their 
few remaining neighbours. 

Why has Liv stayed by her domineering 
father’s side all these years? And is it true 
that Vidar is sitting on a small fortune? His 
questionable business decisions have made 
him many enemies over the years, and now 
someone wants back what is rightfully theirs. 
And they will stop at nothing to get it…

Praise for The Silver Road:

‘Unsettling and absorbing.’ Observer

‘Beautifully written, haunting and intense.’  
Sunday Times Crime Club

‘A stunning read. Beautifully written and utterly 
haunting.’ Jo Spain

Stina Jackson was born in 1983 
and raised in Skellefteå, northern 
Sweden. Her debut novel, The 
Silver Road, was an international 
bestseller and won the 2019 Glass 
Key Award and the 2019 Book 
of the Year Award in her home 
country. The Last Snow has been 
shortlisted for the 2020 Book of 
the Year Award in Sweden.
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The Diplomat’s Wife
Michael Ridpath

A 30-year mystery haunts a diplomat’s 
wife, one that she’s determined to resolve, 
whatever the cost. Perfect for fans of  
Kate Furnivall. 

1936: When Emma marries an ambitious 
diplomat, she must leave her communist  
ideals behind and live within the confines  
of embassy life in Paris and Nazi Berlin. Then,  
one of her old comrades asks her to report on 
her philandering husband, and her loyalties 
are torn.

1979: Emma determines to make one last trip 
to the places she lived as a young diplomatic 
wife, and to try to solve a mystery that has 
haunted her since the war. But her journey 
takes her to darker, more dangerous places 
than she could ever have imagined…

Praise for Michael Ridpath:

‘An entertaining mix of techno-thriller, spy novel 
and domestic noir.’ The Times on Launch Code

‘Ridpath’s best novel yet.’ Stav Sherez on  
Launch Code

‘Ridpath has that read-on factor that sets 
bestsellers apart.’ Guardian

Michael Ridpath is the 
bestselling author of more than 
20 novels, including his financial 
thriller series, his Magnus 
Icelandic series and a number 
of standalones. He lives in north 
London with his wife and three 
children.

Historical Thriller
04 February 2021
Trade Paperback • £12.99
234x156 • 304pp
9781786497024
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: E, SL

E-book • 9781786497031 • £3.99
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The Favour
Laura Vaughan

With shades of A Room with a View and The 
Talented Mr Ripley, this sumptuous debut 
is laced with secrets, lies and dangerous 
obsessions.

At a young age, Ada Howell lost not only her 
father, but the life she felt she was destined 
to lead. Now eighteen, Ada is given a second 
chance when her wealthy godmother gifts her 
with an extravagant art history trip to Italy.

In the palazzos of Venice, the cathedrals of 
Florence and the villas of Rome, she finally 
finds herself among the kind of people 
she aspires to be: sophisticated, cultured, 
privileged. Ada does everything in her power 
to prove she is one of them. And when 
tragedy strikes, Ada sees an opportunity to 
permanently bind herself to this gilded set.

But everything hidden must eventually 
surface, and when it does, Ada discovers she’s 
been keeping a far darker secret than she 
could ever have imagined...

Laura Vaughan grew up in rural 
Wales and studied Art History 
in Italy and Classics at Bristol 
and Oxford. She is the author of 
eleven books for children and 
young adults. She lives in South 
London with her husband and 
two children. The Favour is her 
debut adult fiction novel. 
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A Burning Sea
Theodore Brun

The Wanderer Chronicles series

The third instalment of this brilliant 
Viking epic set in 8th-century Sweden 
and medieval Constantinople. 

Journeying to the east, Erlan Aurvandil 
is betrayed, captured and enslaved by a 
powerful Byzantine general. Fighting for 
his life in Constantinople as a gladiator, his 
fate becomes intertwined with that of the 
Emperor, and the very city itself…

Praise for The Wanderer Chronicles:

‘Brun writes with passion and his 
recreation of this bloody, fascinating 
world is convincing.’ The Times

Theodore Brun studied Archaeology at 
Cambridge. He lives in Norfolk with his 
family. A Burning Sea is his third novel.

Little Secrets
Jennifer Hillier 

‘Shocking, twisted and brilliant. For fans 
of Shari Lapena, Liz Nugent and Gillian 
Flynn. Excellent.’ Will Dean

Marin’s son went missing a year ago. With 
the police investigation cold, she hires a 
private investigator to continue searching. 
Instead, they reveal her husband is having 
an affair. Determined to save her marriage, 
a mistress is a problem Marin can fix. 
Permanently.

‘You don’t just read this book; you inhale 
it.’ Mary Kubica

‘A dark and dazzling treat.’ Mark Edwards

‘Outstanding...’ Alex Lake

Jennifer Hillier is the author of five 
previous thrillers, including Jar of Hearts. 
She lives in Canada.

Historical Adventure
04 March 2021 • Paperback • £8.99
198x129 • 512pp • 9781786496171
Territories: World English Language
Rights: AU, E, SL, US
E-book • £4.99 • 9781786496188

Mystery and Thriller
04 March 2021 • Paperback • £8.99
198x129 • 352pp • 9781786495198
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL
E-book • £3.99 • 9781786495181
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The Girl in the Mirror
Rose Carlyle 

Filled with chilling, twisty suspense, this is  
a seductive debut thriller of greed, lust, 
secrets and deadly lies. Identical twins only 
look the same...

Twin sisters Iris and Summer are startlingly 
alike, but beneath the surface lies a darkness 
that sets them apart. Cynical and insecure, 
Iris has long been envious of open-hearted 
Summer’s seemingly never-ending good 
fortune, including her perfect husband Adam.

Called to Thailand to help Summer and 
Adam sail the beloved family yacht to the 
Seychelles, Iris nurtures her own secret hopes 
for the journey. But then she unexpectedly 
finds herself alone in the middle of the 
Indian Ocean, Summer nowhere to be found. 
Everything she’s always wanted is now within 
reach. But just how far is she willing to go to 
get the life she’s always dreamed about? 
 

Rose Carlyle is a law professor 
who studied Creative Writing at 
the University of Auckland. There 
she was granted a prestigious 
mentorship under which she 
developed and completed this 
manuscript. She spends her 
spare time travelling to far-flung 
places and currently lives in New 
Zealand. The Girl in the Mirror is 
her debut novel.
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The Heretic’s Mark
S.W. Perry 

The Jackdaw Mysteries series

The fourth novel in the bestselling Elizabethan 
crime series.

London, 1594. The Queen’s physician has been 
executed for treason and Nicholas Shelby, 
unorthodox physician and unwilling associate 
of spymaster Robert Cecil, is accused of being 
part of the plot. With agents of the Crown on 
their tail, he and his wife Bianca flee for their 
lives. 

But the pursuing English aren’t the only 
threat Nicholas and Bianca face. Hella, a 
strange and fervently religious young woman, 
has joined them on their journey. And when 
they finally reach the safety of Padua, the 
brutal murder of a friend of Bianca’s forces 
them to wonder, who is this troublingly pious 
woman? And what does she want…?

Praise for S. W. Perry:

‘Historical fiction at its most sumptuous.’  
Rory Clements 

‘My favourite historical crime series.’  
S.G. MacLean

‘An absolute belter of a read and another 
fabulous addition to the Jackdaw Mysteries 
series...’ Liz Robinson, LoveReading

S.W. Perry was a journalist and 
broadcaster before retraining as 
an airline pilot. His debut novel, 
The Angel’s Mark, was listed for 
the CWA Historical Dagger and 
was a Walter Scott Prize Academy 
Recommended Read 2019. He 
lives in Worcestershire with his 
wife.
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Two Women in Rome
Elizabeth Buchan

A beautifully atmospheric story of two women 
who can never meet, set in a city full of 
secrets ancient and modern…

Hettie Archer arrives in Rome excited to 
begin her new job as an archivist. When she 
discovers a valuable 15th-century painting,  
she is drawn to find out more about the 
woman who left it behind, Nina Lawrence.

Nina seems to have led a rewarding and 
useful life, restoring Italian gardens to their full 
glory following the destruction of World War 
Two. So why did no one attend her funeral in 
1978? 

In exploring Nina’s past, Hettie unravels a 
tragic love story beset by the political turmoil 
of post-war Italy. And as she edges closer to 
understanding Nina, she begins to confront 
the losses in her own life.

Praise for The Museum of Broken Promises:

‘Enthralling and beautifully written.’ The Times

‘Gripping... This dark story, beautifully written, 
is shot through with the white heat of first love.’ 
Daily Mail

‘A beautiful, evocative love story, a heart-
breaking journey into a long-buried past.’  
David Nicholls 

Elizabeth Buchan is a bestselling, 
prize-winning novelist, reviewer, 
journalist and literary prize 
judge, a patron of the Guildford 
Book Festival and National 
Academy of Writing, and is on 
the author committee for The 
Reading Agency. Her books 
include Consider the Lily, The New 
Mrs Clifton and The Museum of 
Broken Promises. 

Modern and Contemporary Fiction
01 April 2021
Hardback • £14.99
234x156 • 336pp
9781786495327
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL

E-book • 9781786495341 • £5.99

Export Edition • £12.99
Trade Paperback • 336pp 
9781786495334
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Historical Adventure
01 April 2021 • Paperback • £8.99
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Two Tribes
Chris Beckett

A superb and thought-provoking tale by 
an Arthur C. Clarke Award-winner. 

In the bleak, climate-ravaged 23rd 
century, historian Zoe uncovers a two-
hundred-year-old diary. As she unravels 
the minutiae of 21st-century life and 
politics, she considers how humans define 
themselves, and each other, and what that 
means for our future. 

Praise for Chris Beckett:

‘A disturbing descent into a surreal 
world, written with a deft hand.’ Adrian 
Tchaikovsky

‘Beckett is superb.’ Guardian on Beneath 
the World, a Sea

Chris Beckett is the winner of the Edge 
Hill Short Fiction Award, 2009, for ‘The 
Turing Test’, and the prestigious Arthur  
C. Clarke Award, 2013, for Dark Eden.

The Scarlet Code
C.S. Quinn 

A Revolution Spy Series

A thrilling sequel to The Bastille Spy, 
perfect for fans of C.J. Sansom, Robin 
Young and Rory Clements. 

1789. English spy Attica Morgan is in Paris 
where revolution is in the air. A deadly 
killer stalks the streets and Attica alone can 
unmask him. But now it seems his deadly 
sights are set on her...

Praise for The Bastille Spy:  

‘A rip-roaring adventure.’ Tessa Harris

‘Delicious, brilliant and totally absorbing.’ 
Carol McGrath

C.S. Quinn is a journalist and bestselling 
author of The Thief Taker series. The  
Scarlet Code is the second book in her  
new series.
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The Beauty of Impossible Things
Rachel Donohue

A darkly beguiling story, threaded with fading 
seaside grandeur and simmering heat, by a 
Hennessy New Irish Writer Award-winning 
author.

Fifteen-year-old Natasha has always believed 
she is special, and when strange lights appear 
in the sky above her small seaside town, she 
finds herself at the centre of a mystery. Where 
did the lights come from, and what do they 
mean?

Meanwhile, Natasha’s mother, Elizabeth, a 
beautiful but vulnerable artist, falls in love with 
their lodger, Mr Bowen. Natasha is convinced 
that this relationship can only bring Elizabeth 
unhappiness, and she will do anything in her 
power to protect her mother.

As portents of doom gather, an unorthodox 
psychiatrist arrives in the town, determined to 
uncover the truth, no matter the cost to others.

Praise for Rachel Donohue:

‘Donohue is a master of clean, sharp prose.’ Irish 
Times

‘Donohue looks to be the latest name to join the 
ranks of Ireland’s proud female thriller-writing 
tradition.’ Irish Independent

‘An enchanting writer.’ Sunday Business Post

Rachel Donohue, a UCD graduate 
in Philosophy and Politics, has 
worked in communications and 
media relations. She lives in 
Dublin. 
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A Ration Book Daughter
Jean Fullerton 

The Ration Book series

Jean Fullerton, the queen of the East End, 
returns with a wonderful new nostalgic novel. 

Cathy was a happy, blushing bride when 
Britain went to war with Germany three years 
ago. But her youthful dreams were crushed 
by her violent husband, and even when he’s 
conscripted she knows it’s only a brief respite. 
Cathy’s only solace is her little son Peter.

When her husband is declared missing in 
action, Cathy finally allows herself hope. But 
she has to keep Peter safe and fed, so she 
takes a lodger: bomb-disposal  Sergeant Archie 
McIntosh. Their mutual attraction is instant. 
But with her husband’s fate unclear, and the 
Blitz raging in London’s East End, will Cathy 
ever have the love she deserves?

Praise for A Ration Book Christmas:

‘A lovely, fascinating, proper treat of a read,  
[it’s] food for the soul, simply deliciously  
readable and enjoyable.’ Liz Robinson, 
LoveReading

‘A real page-turner with larger-than-life 
characters and convincing period detail.’  
Daily Express 

Jean Fullerton is a qualified 
District and Queen’s nurse who 
has spent most of her working 
life in the East End of London. 
The author of sixteen novels and 
numerous short stories, she now 
writes full time.
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Hana Khan Carries On
Uzma Jalaluddin

A charmingly refreshing and modern love 
story, Uzma Jalaluddin’s tale is both unique 
and essential. 

From the author of Ayesha At Last comes a 
sparkling new rom-com for fans of You’ve Got 
Mail.

Hana Khan’s family-run halal restaurant is 
on its last legs. So when a flashy competitor 
gets ready to open nearby, bringing their 
inevitable closure even closer, she turns to 
her anonymously-hosted podcast, and her 
lively and long-lasting relationship with one of 
her listeners, for advice. But a hate-motivated 
attack on their neighbourhood complicates 
the situation further, as does Hana’s growing 
attraction for Aydin, the young owner of the 
rival business. Who might not be a complete 
stranger after all…

Praise for Uzma Jalaluddin

‘A clever homage to Austen’s Pride and Prejudice 
that you’ll love.’ Cosmopolitan  

‘Brimming with humour and heart’ Ausma 
Zehanat Khan

‘A highly entertaining tale of family, community, 
and romance.’ Publishers Weekly, starred review

Uzma Jalaluddin is an author, 
teacher, and columnist for the 
Toronto Star. Her first novel, 
Ayesha at Last, a modern, Muslim 
Pride and Prejudice, won the 
Hearst Big Books Award, 2019 - 
Cosmopolitan’s Book of the Year. 
She lives in Canada.

Romantic Fiction
06 May 2021
 Paperback Original • £7.99
198x129 • 352p
9781838953560
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can, 
Rights: AU, SL, E, 

E-book •  9781838953577 • £3.99
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The Girl from Widow 
Hills
Megan Miranda

The twisty new thriller from the author 
of Reese’s Book Club pick The Last House 
Guest.

When Arden Mayes was little, she went 
missing. With the 20th anniversary of her 
rescue looming, the stress brings back the 
night terrors and wanderings of her youth. 
Then one evening she jolts awake outside 
to find the corpse of a man at her feet…

‘An intelligent pacy read.’ Jane Corry

‘A hauntingly atmospheric and gorgeously 
written page-turner.’ Kimberly McCreight

Megan Miranda is the author of 
bestselling All The Missing Girls, The Perfect 
Stranger and Reese’s Book Club pick, The 
Last House Guest. 

The Nothing Man
Catherine Ryan Howard

A brilliantly twisty thriller from the 
critically acclaimed author of Rewind, an 
Irish Times bestseller.

The Nothing Man is Eve Black’s true crime 
memoir about her obsessive search for 
the man who killed her family two decades 
ago. Jim Doyle can’t stop reading. Because 
Jim is the Nothing Man. And now he must 
stop Eve before she finds him.

‘I was utterly wowed.’ Jane Casey

‘Whipsmart, thrilling and compelling.’  
Liz Nugent

‘Genuinely chilling.’ Meg Gardiner

‘Extremely satisfying.’ Jo Spain

Catherine Ryan Howard is the 
bestselling author of Distress Signals, The 
Liar’s Girl and Rewind. She lives in Dublin.
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The Legacy
Caroline Bond

A powerful novel of rivalry and love, conflict 
and grief that will play on your mind long 
after you have turned the final page.

Following Jon’s death, his three adult children 
gather in their childhood home. But far from 
being united in grief, the siblings are divided by 
the contents of their father’s will, which states 
that they must decide together how to dispose 
of his estate.

 Liv, Noah and Chloe have never agreed on 
anything. And now, with only one weekend to 
overcome their rivalry, tensions soon begin to 
rise and boil over. Why would Jon do this to his 
family? To teach them a lesson from beyond 
the grave? But if so, what is it? And will they be 
able to put their differences aside long enough 
to learn it?

Praise for Caroline Bond:

‘Haunting and nuanced… I was utterly bound 
up in this story, right to the last line.’  Charity 
Norman on One Split Second

‘Accomplished and deeply affecting.’ Carol Mason 
on The Forgotten Sister

‘Thoughtful, wrenching and, at times, tear-
jerking.’ Elizabeth Buchan on The Second Child

Caroline Bond was born in 
Scarborough and studied English 
at Oxford University before 
working as a market researcher 
for 25 years. She has an MA in 
Creative Writing from Leeds 
Trinity University and lives in 
Leeds with her husband and  
three children. 



Grove Press
Grove Press is an imprint of the renowned US publisher Grove Atlantic, 
who publish a boutique selection of their finest fiction and non-fiction 

into the UK market via Atlantic Books. Highlights from our Spring/
Summer 2021 season include the intimate memoir from legendary 

musician Rickie Lee Jones, a bold history of mass manias from William J. 
Bernstein, and the new novel from international sensation Takis Würger.
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Why We Can’t Sleep
Women’s New Midlife Crisis

Ada Calhoun

A groundbreaking exploration of the new 
midlife crisis facing today’s women and the 
unique circumstances that have created it.

When Ada Calhoun found herself in the throes 
of a midlife crisis, she felt she had no right to 
complain. She was married with children and 
a good career. So why did she feel miserable? 
And why did it seem that other Generation X 
women were miserable, too? 

Calhoun decided to find answers. She 
researched housing costs, HR trends, credit 
card debt and divorce data, examining the 
cultural and political context of Gen X’s 
predicament in order to offer solutions for how 
to pull oneself out of the abyss. The result is 
reassuring, empowering and essential reading 
for all middle-aged women and anyone who 
hopes to understand them.

‘Candid and engaging.’ Curtis Sittenfeld,  
New York Times Book Review

‘Downright stunning.’ Susannah Cahalan,  
author of Brain on Fire

Ada Calhoun is the author of 
Wedding Toasts I’ll Never Give 
and St. Marks Is Dead. She has 
collaborated on several New York 
Times bestsellers and written for 
the New York Times, New Yorker 
and the New Republic.
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Stella
Takis Würger
Translated by Liesl Schillinger

From the internationally bestselling author 
of The Club comes a new novel of love and 
betrayal, set in Berlin in 1942.

In 1942, Fritz arrives in Berlin from bucolic 
Switzerland. At a drawing class he attends, he 
is hypnotized by the beautiful model, Kristin, 
who becomes his guide to the cosmopolitan 
city, escorting him to secret jazz clubs where 
they drink cognac, dance and kiss. As Fritz 
falls in love with the energetic and enigmatic 
Kristin, the war feels far away, until she is 
targeted by the Gestapo and he learns that her 
real name is Stella Goldschlag. As Fritz is forced 
to confront the reality of Stella’s situation, 
he finds himself woefully unprepared for the 
history he is living through.

Praise for The Club:

‘A cunning, sinuous tale…wildly entertaining.’ 
Megan Abbott

‘A guilty pleasure, but one we can leave sitting 
out on our coffee tables without a whiff of 
embarrassment.’ New York Times Book Review

Takis Würger is a reporter for  
the German news magazine  
Der Spiegel. Named one of 
Medium’s ‘Top 30 Journalists 
under 30’, his first novel,  
The Club, won the lit.Cologne 
debut prize in Germany. 

Liesl Schillinger is a literary critic, 
writer and translator, and teaches 
journalism and criticism.
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Endpapers
Uncovering a Family Story of Books, War, Escape and Home

Alexander Wolff

A powerful portrait of a Jewish German 
family divided by exile, abandonment and 
emigration.

In 2017, Alexander Wolff moved to Berlin to 
learn his family’s history. His  grandfather 
Kurt published Franz Kafka, Émile Zola, Anton 
Chekhov and others whose books would be 
burned by the Nazis. In 1933, Kurt and his wife 
fled, ending up in New York, where they would 
bring books including Doctor Zhivago, The 
Leopard and The Tin Drum to English-speaking 
readers.

Meanwhile, Kurt’s son Niko led a very 
different life. As Alexander gains a better 
understanding of his father, he discovers 
secrets that never made it to America.

This stunning account of a family navigating 
wartime and its aftershocks brilliantly evokes 
the perils, triumphs and secrets of history and 
exile.

Alexander Wolff served as a staff 
writer for Sports Illustrated for 
over 30 years and has written and 
edited several highly acclaimed 
and bestselling books on 
basketball. He lives in Vermont.
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Last Chance Texaco
Chronicles of a Troubadour

Rickie Lee Jones

A tender and intimate memoir by one of the 
most remarkable, trailblazing and tenacious 
women in music, Rickie Lee Jones.

Last Chance Texaco is the first-ever account 
of the life of one of rock’s hardest working 
women. With candour and lyricism Rickie 
Lee Jones takes us on the journey of her 
exceptional life: from her nomadic childhood 
as the granddaughter of vaudevillian 
performers to her father’s abandonment of 
the family and her years as a teenage runaway, 
from her beginnings at LA’s Troubadour club 
to her tumultuous relationship with Tom Waits, 
her battle with drugs, motherhood as a touring 
artist and longevity as a woman in rock and 
roll.

These are never-before-told stories of a 
songwriter and performer who has been a 
major influence on contemporary popular 
music. 

‘The premier song-stylist and songwriter of her 
generation.’ Hilton Als

‘One of the most intriguing, idiosyncratic vocalists 
of our time.’ USA Today

Rickie Lee Jones has released 
seventeen albums, most recently 
‘Kicks’ (2019). She lives in New 
Orleans.
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How the West Stole 
Democracy from the 
Arabs
The Syrian Arab Congress of 1920 
and the Destruction of its Liberal-
Islamic Alliance

Elizabeth F. Thompson

The little-known story of a pivotal 
moment in world history.

Using previously untapped primary sources, 
including contemporary newspaper 
accounts, reports of the Syrian-Arab 
Congress, and letters and diaries from 
participants, this is a groundbreaking 
account of an extraordinary, brief moment of 
unity and hope – and of its destruction.

Elizabeth F. Thompson is the Mohamed 
S. Farsi Chair of Islamic Peace at American 
University’s School of International Service.  

Hammer to Fall
John Lawton

The third Joe Wilderness spy thriller 
from a master of the genre.

Moving from the no-man’s-land of Cold 
War Finland to the wild days of the Prague 
Spring, and populated by old friends and 
old enemies alike, Hammer to Fall is a 
gripping tale of deception and skulduggery.

‘A blast... all the elements coalesce for the 
superbly tense showdown.’ The Times

‘An entertaining read.’ Financial Times

‘A delight.’ Mick Herron

John Lawton is the author of twelve  
novels, a couple of short stories and the 
occasional essay. He lives in the Peak 
District.

Crime
01 April 2021 • Paperback • £8.99
198x129 • 400pp • 9781611854725
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: E, SL
E-book • £4.99 • 9781611859058
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06 May 2021 • Paperback • £12.99
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E-book • £10.99 • 9781611859003
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The Irish Assassins
Conspiracy, Revenge and the Murders that Shook an Empire

Julie Kavanagh

A gripping new account of the infamous 
Phoenix Park murders which rocked Victorian 
England.

In May 1882, a double murder occurred in full 
daylight in Dublin’s Phoenix Park. One victim 
was an Irish bureaucrat, Thomas Burke; the 
other was Lord Frederick Cavendish, gentle 
aristocrat and much-loved protégé of Prime 
Minister William Gladstone. Shockwaves from 
the stabbings were felt from Windsor Castle 
to Donegal, and the campaign for Home Rule 
suffered a serious blow.

The Irish Assassins sheds new light on this low 
point in the vexed relationship between Ireland 
and England. With great skill and eloquence, 
acclaimed biographer Julie Kavanagh restores 
formidable characters like inspiring Irish leader 
Charles Parnell, his mistress Katharine O’Shea 
and the widowed Lucy Cavendish to vivid life in 
her account of a seminal incident whose after-
effects still resonate today.

Praise for Rudolph Nureyev:

‘Magnificent, a triumph. Captures every facet of 
this extraordinary man.’ Mail on Sunday 

‘A gripping account of an extraordinary life.’  
Daily Telegraph

Julie Kavanagh trained as a 
dancer at the Royal Ballet School. 
She has worked as the ballet critic 
of the Spectator, arts editor of 
Harper’s and Queen and London 
editor of Vanity Fair and the New 
Yorker. Her books include Secret 
Muses, Rudolf Nureyev and The Girl 
Who Loved Camellias.
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The Delusions of Crowds
Why People Go Mad in Groups

William J. Bernstein

From the award-winning author of A Splendid 
Exchange, a fascinating new history of 
financial and religious mass manias over the 
past five centuries.

Armed with the latest scientific research that 
explains the biological, evolutionary and 
psychosocial roots of human irrationality, 
William Bernstein tells the stories of dramatic 
religious and financial mania in Western 
society over the last 500 years – from the 
Anabaptist Madness of the 1530s to the 
dangerous end-times beliefs that animate ISIS 
and pervade today’s polarized societies.

As revealing about human nature as they are 
historically significant, Bernstein’s chronicles 
reveal the huge cost and alarming implications 
of mass mania, observing that if we can absorb 
the history and science of large-scale delusion, 
we can recognize it more readily in our own 
time.

Praise for A Splendid Exchange:

‘[An] entertaining and greatly enlightening book.’ 
New York Times

‘With an ability to switch gracefully from the 
macro to the micro, Mr. Bernstein whisks his 
reader on a tumultuous journey.’ Economist

William J. Bernstein is a 
neurologist, financial theorist and 
historian whose books include A 
Splendid Exchange, Masters of the 
Word, The Birth of Plenty and The 
Four Pillars of Investing. He lives in 
Oregon. 
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Clean Hands
Patrick Hoffman

A riveting thriller about a powerful law 
firm on the brink of disaster.

The pickpocketing of a lawyer’s 
smartphone results in his firm hiring an 
ex-CIA fixer to solve their high-stakes 
problems. From corporate Manhattan to 
the city’s gritty outer boroughs, a sharply 
drawn cast of characters participate in this 
breakneck tour of New York. 

‘Exhilarating... with its crisp pace and 
superb timing, Clean Hands is a special 
treat.’ Wall Street Journal

‘Highly enjoyable.’ Chris Pavone

Patrick Hoffman is a writer and private 
investigator based in Brooklyn. His novels 
include The White Van and Every Man a 
Menace.
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Allen & Unwin
Allen & Unwin publishes quality non-fiction alongside a carefully selected list of 
literary and book-club fiction. Our Spring/Summer 2021 list includes a unique 

take on mindfulness inspired by David Bowie, an internationally bestselling guide 
to overcoming anxiety, the inspiring memoir of one woman’s life amongst the 
reindeer in the Arctic tundra, and an entertaining fan’s-eye view of Liverpool 
Football Club. Our fresh, vibrant fiction list includes the paperback of Emuna 
Elon’s wartime novel based in Amsterdam, a London-set state-of-the-nation 
debut, and a funny, whip-smart tale of a lovably dysfunctional Dublin family.
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Victoria Park
Gemma Reeves

A playful, lyrical novel about otherness, 
change and the gap between generations in a 
London community.

Set in a small pocket of contemporary east 
London, the events in Victoria Park take place 
over the course of a year in the wake of an acid 
attack, moving across the months and through 
the lives of twelve individuals in episodes 
which capture feelings of alienation, as well as 
touching moments of connection. Told from 
multiple perspectives we see a snapshot of 
modern life, these disparate characters’ tales 
weaving together to form a rich tapestry of 
love and loss. 

For readers of Anna Hope, Zadie Smith 
and Daisy Johnson, Victoria Park is a moving, 
uplifting debut.

‘Original, thought-provoking, and I loved its 
reflection on moments of quiet revelation.’ 
Elizabeth Macneal bestselling author of The Doll 
Factory

Gemma Reeves is a writer and 
teacher who lives and works in 
London.
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The Tao of Bowie
10 Lessons from David Bowie’s Life to Help You Live Yours

Mark Edwards

A unique take on mindfulness, meditation 
and meaning filtered through the life and 
work of David Bowie.

Buddhism was central to David Bowie’s life, 
but he was a wide-ranging thinker who also 
drew meaning from other sources including 
Jungian psychology, Nietzschean philosophy 
and Gnosticism. The Tao of Bowie condenses 
these concepts – the ideas that inspired and 
supported Bowie throughout his life and 
career – into ten powerful lessons, each with a 
series of exercises, meditations and techniques 
to encourage readers to apply these learnings 
to their own lives.

This fresh approach to the search for 
spirituality and happiness unites the 
perennial human quest for answers with the 
extraordinary mind and unique career of one 
of the most important cultural figures of the 
past half-century.

Mark Edwards is a music 
journalist who has worked for The 
Face, Arena, Blitz and has written 
for the Sunday Times every week 
for the past 25 years. He is also a 
practising trainer and coach who 
teaches Buddhist meditation and 
mindfulness. He lives in London.

Mind, Body and Spirit
07 January 2021
Hardback • £10.99
198x129 • 256pp
9781911630869
Territories: World All Languages
Rights: AU, E, SL, T, US

E-book • 9781760874513 • £6.99
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The Book of Overthinking
How to Stop the Cycle of Worry

Gwendoline Smith

Overthinking, ruminating, worrying: New Zealand 
bestselling author Gwendoline Smith explains this common 
form of anxiety and offers helpful advice for overcoming it.

In this accessible and interactive book, psychologist 
Gwendoline Smith uses her broad scientific knowledge 
and experience to explain in clear and simple language the 
concepts of positive and negative overthinking, the truth about 
worry and how to deal with the ‘thought viruses’ that hold us 
back.

Based on cognitive behavioural theory, and using humour, 
real-life examples and anecdotes, this book offers powerful 
strategies for addressing overthinking in the key areas of our 
lives, from the personal to professional.

Gwendoline Smith is 
a clinical psychologist, 
speaker, blogger and 
author. 

THE BOOK OF OVERTHINKING
Self-help and Personal Development
07 January 2021 • Paperback • £8.99
198x129 • 264pp • 9781838952785
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can, ANZ
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THE BOOK OF KNOWING
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07 January 2021 • Paperback • £8.99
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The Book of Knowing
Know How You Think, Change How You Feel

Gwendoline Smith

An essential guide to learning how to understand and 
manage our thoughts so we feel confident in dealing 
with life’s difficult moments.

Written in an accessible and humorous style, clinical 
psychologist Gwendoline Smith draws on her professional 
experience and broad scientific knowledge to help us 
understand what’s going on in our minds and how to get 
our feelings under control, enabling us to adapt to difficult 
situations and feel more positive about our roles in society.

‘This book is gold.’ New Zealand Herald 
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The Portrait
Ilaria Bernardini

The moving, ambiguous story of a 
lover, a wife and the man they have in 
common.

When Valeria discovers her secret lover is 
dying she is distraught. Desperate to be by 
his side she commissions his artist wife to 
paint her portrait. The women have never 
met. Does Isla know of Valeria’s existence? 
And so begins an unputdownable journey 
of self-discovery... 

‘As brisk as an easterly breeze.’ Daily Mail 

‘Wistful and gentle... You close 
Bernardini’s work with a quiet reverence.’ 
The Lady

Ilaria Bernardini is a bestselling Italian 
author and screenwriter, who splits her 
time between Milan and London.

House on Endless 
Waters
Emuna Elon
Translated by Anthony Berris  
(1934–2018) and Linda Yechiel

A powerful human drama of a 
contemporary writer’s discovery of 
a shocking secret about his mother’s 
wartime years in Amsterdam.

During Yoel’s first visit to the city of his 
birth he begins a fervent search for 
the truth about his identity, revealing 
Amsterdam’s dark wartime history and the 
underground networks which hid Jewish 
children away from danger – but at a cost.

‘[A] jewel box of a novel.’ New York Times

‘Sensitive and beautifully written...  
I loved it.’ Alex Miller, Miles Franklin 
Award-winning author of Lovesong

Emuna Elon is an internationally 
bestselling Israeli novelist, journalist, 
teacher and women’s activist. She lives  
in Jerusalem.
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Waiting for Superman
One Family’s Struggle to Survive – and Cure –  
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome

Tracie White 

The gripping story of an acclaimed geneticist 
who has put his career aside to find a cure for 
chronic fatigue syndrome, the disease killing 
his son.

For the past six years, Whitney Dafoe has 
been confined to a bedroom in the back of his 
parents’ home, unable to walk, eat or speak. 
His diagnosis? The mysterious disease myalgic 
encephalomyelitis or chronic fatigue syndrome 
(ME/CFS) which affects 20 million people 
around the world. 

Waiting for Superman follows Whitney’s 
father, groundbreaking geneticist Ron Davis, 
as he uncovers new possibilities for treatments 
and potentially a cure. At its heart, this book is 
about more than just cutting-edge research or 
a race to find an answer– it’s about the lengths 
to which a parent will go to save their child’s 
life.

Tracie White is an award-winning 
journalist and a science writer for 
Stanford University. Her work has 
also appeared in Salon, the Los 
Angeles Times, the San Francisco 
Chronicle and the San Jose Mercury 
News. She lives in Santa Cruz, 
California.
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Good Eggs
Rebecca Hardiman

A whip-smart, laugh-out-loud, Dublin-set 
multi-generational page-turner for fans of 
Marian Keyes, Nina Stibbe and Eithne Shortall.

Meet the Gogartys: cantankerous gran Millie, 
bitter downtrodden son Kevin and habitually 
moody, disaffected teenage daughter Aideen 
– three imperfect humans, each at a time of 
change in their lives when absolutely nothing 
feels right. 

When Millie is arrested for shoplifting 
(again), Kevin takes drastic action, sending 
wayward Aideen to boarding school and 
bribing his mother into having a carer at home. 
But the arrival of this brash American sets into 
motion a series of unfortunate events for the 
whole family – and potentially their biggest 
crisis yet. With marital breakdown looming, 
people going AWOL and tensions rising, how 
will they cope? 

Rebecca Hardiman is a dual 
Irish-American citizen, who 
currently lives in New Jersey. She 
has been an editor at magazines 
including In Style and Movieline, 
and has written for various other 
publications. Good Eggs is her first 
novel.   
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Below Deck
Sophie Hardcastle

A lyrical, haunting story about the 
vagaries of consent, about who has the 
space to speak – and who is believed.

When Oli first set sail from Australia her 
eyes were opened to life’s possibilities. But 
some years later an altogether different 
voyage changes everything and she learns 
something new: at sea, no one can hear 
you scream.

‘Mesmeric.’ Daily Mail

‘Cogent and moving.’ The Australian

Sophie Hardcastle is an Australian 
author, artist, screenwriter and scholar. 
She lives and works in Oxford, UK. 

The XX Brain
The Groundbreaking Science 
Empowering Women to Prevent 
Dementia

Dr Lisa Mosconi

A vital examination of the hormonal 
changes that make women’s brains 
especially vulnerable to dementia.

The XX Brain presents groundbreaking 
research showing that women’s brains age 
distinctly from men’s. Taking on all aspects 
of women’s health, including HRT, Dr 
Mosconi introduces cutting-edge, evidence-
based methods for protecting the female 
brain. 

‘A beautifully written and reliable book 
that delivers a sharp wake-up call.’ Dr 
Rupy Aujla, author of The Doctor’s Kitchen

Dr Lisa Mosconi is the director of the 
Women’s Brain Initiative and the associate 
director of the Alzheimer’s Prevention 
Clinic at Weill Cornell Medical College. 
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APRIL
Biography and Memoir
01 April 2021
Hardback • £14.99
216x138 • 304pp
9781911630678
Territories: World English Language
Rights: AU, E, SL, US

E-book • 9781760873257 • £7.99

Dalvi
Six Years in the Arctic Tundra

Laura Galloway

The inspiring story of one woman forging a 
life on her own in a reindeer-herding village in 
northernmost Norway.

A DNA test suggesting she shared some 
genetics with the Sami people, the indigenous 
inhabitants of the Arctic tundra, tapped into 
Laura Galloway’s wanderlust. An affair with 
a Sami reindeer herder led her to abandon 
her high-flying New York life for a fresh start 
in the tiny town of Kautokeino. When her 
new boyfriend left her unexpectedly after six 
months, it would have been easy, and perhaps 
prudent, to return home. But she stayed for six 
years.

Both a heart-rending memoir and a love 
letter to the singular landscape of the region, 
Dalvi explores with great warmth and humility 
what it means to truly belong.

Laura Galloway is an 
international communications 
strategist, writer and executive 
producer with more than 25 
years’ experience developing 
and executing original 
communications strategies. She 
currently resides in Sussex.
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MAY
Biography and Memoir
06 May 2021
Hardback • £20.00
234x156 • 288pp
9781838952686
Territories: World All Languages
Rights: AU, E, SL, T, US

E-book • 9781838952693 • £7.99

The Voice of Anfield
My Fifty Years with Liverpool FC

George Sephton

Foreword by Sir Kenny Dalglish

A definitive and entertaining fan’s-eye view 
of Liverpool Football Club by the man who 
has been the Anfield stadium announcer for 
50 years.

George Sephton’s relationship with Liverpool 
Football Club began in 1971 when he wrote to 
the club secretary applying to be the stadium 
announcer. His first match also marked the 
debut of Kevin Keegan. For the past 50 years, 
Sephton has been at Anfield for all but a 
handful of home fixtures, as well as travelling 
with the team to major finals.   

From the highs of winning numerous league 
titles and European Cups, to the lows of 
Heysel and Hillsborough, Sephton has been 
with Liverpool through it all. From encounters 
with great managers and legendary players 
– from Bill Shankly to Kenny Dalglish, John 
Barnes to Jurgen Klopp, he tells his unique and 
entertaining story of the greatest club in the 
world.

George Sephton is a stadium 
announcer, matchday DJ and after 
dinner speaker. He is popularly 
known as ‘The Voice of Anfield’.

THE  
VOICE OF 
ANFIELD
My Fifty Years with  
Liverpool FC
George Sephton

Foreword by  
Sir Kenny Dalglish
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The Cookbook of Common Prayer
Francesca Haig

A heart-rending tale of a family in turmoil 
after the death of a child is kept secret from 
one of his siblings.

When their eldest son drowns overseas, Gill 
and Gabe, desperate to protect their unwell 
teenaged daughter from the news, decide they 
must hide the truth from her at all costs – a 
decision that has ripple effects throughout 
their family. Told through alternating 
perspectives, with frequent flashbacks to 
the past, the story unfurls, revealing the key 
moments that have shaped each character 
into the people they are today. 

For readers of Celeste Ng, Delia Owens and 
Anne Tyler, this dramatic, poetic novel shows 
how it’s possible to find a way through grief, 
against all the odds. Francesca Haig is an Australian 

academic and writer. The 
Cookbook of Common Prayer is  
her debut novel for adults.  
She lives in London with her 
husband and son.

Modern and Contemporary Fiction
03 June 2021
Hardback • £14.99
216x138 • 384pp
9781911630906
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can
Rights: AU, E, SL

E-book • 9781760874803 • £4.99

Export Edition • £12.99
Trade Paperback • 384pp 
9781911630913
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Historical Fiction
03 June 2021 • Paperback • £9.99
198x129 • 1008pp • 9781911630654
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can, ANZ
Rights: E, SL
E-book • £6.99 • 9781760873264

The Last Hours Omnibus
Minette Walters

A thrilling historical tale from the queen of 
crime fiction, now in one complete edition.

England, 1348: A deadly plague is spreading 
across the land. People are dying by the 
thousands… The definitive edition of The 
Last Hours and The Turn of Midnight, Walters’ 
thrilling tale of courage and defiance during 
the time of the Black Death.

‘Wonderful and sweeping.’ Kate Mosse

‘Enthralling.’ Julian Fellowes

‘Vividly wrought and powerful.’ Elizabeth 
Fremantle

Minette Walters is one of the 
world’s bestselling crime writers, 
winning the CWA John Creasey 
Award, the Edgar Allan Poe Award 
and two CWA Gold Daggers.
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Biography and Memoir
03 June 2021 • Paperback • £10.99
198x129 • 304pp • 9781911630852
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can, ANZ
Rights: AU, E, SL, T, US
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Enid
The Scandalous High-society Life of 
the Formidable ‘Lady Killmore’

Robert Wainwright

The astonishingly rich life story of 
eccentric socialite Enid Lindeman.

Enid Lindeman accumulated four husbands 
and numerous lovers, her high-jinks 
dominating British gossip columns during 
the inter-war years. From Sydney to New 
York, London to Paris and Cairo to Kenya, 
Robert Wainwright restores the remarkable 
Enid to thrilling, vivid life.

‘Nothing short of impressive... Wainwright 
has revived a legend.’ The Lady on Sheila

‘Sensational… a rip-roaring biography.’ 
Marie Claire on Sheila

Robert Wainwright is the author of 
thirteen books, including Sheila and The 
Maverick Mountaineer. He lives in London.

Mind, Body and Spirit
03 June 2021 • Paperback • £8.99
198x129 • 224pp • 9781911630647
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can, ANZ
Rights: E, SL
E-book • £10.99 • 9781760873042

The Wisdom of Tea 
Life Lessons from the Japanese  
Tea Ceremony

Noriko Morishita
Translated by Eleanor Goldsmith 

A distillation of the life lessons learned 
by one woman through the ancient art 
of the Japanese tea ceremony.

In this vivid account of her experience 
of the universal trials and triumphs of 
adulthood, Morishita connects the core 
tenets of this Japanese tradition with 
leading a fulfilling life, showing how we too 
may use mindfulness to achieve happiness.

Noriko Morishita is a Japanese author 
and reporter. The original Japanese 
edition of this book was adapted for film 
and released in 2018.
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Full Marks
Writing on Cricket

Vic Marks

Wry and astute musings from the much-
loved former England player, Guardian cricket 
correspondent and TMS broadcaster. 

From Somerset stalwart to acclaimed writer 
and broadcaster, Vic Marks has lived a life 
steeped in cricket. In Full Marks he takes us 
beyond the boundary rope, sharing the parts 
of the game fans don’t get to see, from the 
food served at tea-time (then: sweaty ham. 
Now: quinoa, cranberry and feta salad) to the 
politics of the dressing room. With chapters 
on what it feels like to be dropped, how to be 
a good twelfth man, captaincy, selection and 
more, this amusing and insightful collection 
will delight all cricket lovers. 

Vic Marks is a former Somerset 
and England cricketer, who 
played in six Tests and 34 one-day 
internationals. He is the cricket 
correspondent of the Observer 
and the Guardian and has 
regularly appeared on the BBC’s 
Test Match Special for over three 
decades. He lives in Devon.

Biography and Memoir
03 June 2021
Hardback • £18.99
234x156 • 304pp
9781838953041
Territories: World All Languages
Rights: AU, E, SL, T, US

E-book • 9781838953058 • £8.99
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Distribution Titles

Allen & Unwin is pleased to make available in the UK the following titles 
from our Australian publishing programme. For rights: contact A&U.
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Michael
Tina Hutchence with Jen Jewel Brown
This personal and heartfelt biography of the ‘lost boy of INXS’ reveals the 
incredible, rollercoaster life of Australia’s most enduring superstar, and 
shares the private moments of an adored brother, son and father.shows. 

Christina ‘Tina’ Hutchence was born in Australia but now lives in America, where 
she teaches the art of makeup, lecturing and demonstrating at major beauty 
shows nationwide.
Jen Jewel Brown first met and interviewed Michaelin 1980, duetting with him on 
his first solo single and helping INXS gain a worldwide music publishing deal. Jen 
is an author, poet and journalist.  

07/01/2021 • Paperback Original • £9.99 • 198x128 • 320pp • 9781760876968 
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can, ANZ • Rights: E, SL 

88

Balance & Other B.S.
Felicity Harley
A warm and inspiring book about finding clarity in chaos and 
empowerment in the middle of our wonderfully messy lives.

Felicity Harley has been a journalist for Australia’s leading women’s 
publications for two decades. She lives in Sydney with her family.

07/01/2021 • Trade Paperback • £12.99 • 234x153 • 280pp • 9781760877545 • 
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can, ANZ • Rights: E, SL 

The Wine O’Clock Myth
Lotta Dann
An in-depth and eye-opening look at women’s drinking habits, 
written through the lens of the author’s own story and her work in 
the field of addiction and recovery. Lotta explores the privileged 
position alcohol holds in our society, the way the liquor industry 
targets women and the damaging ‘Wine Mum’ social media culture.

Lotta Dann is an experienced TV journalist, producer and director, who now 
manages online community Living Sober and runs workshops on addiction and 
recovery. She lives in Wellington, New Zealand, with her family.

07/01/2021 • Trade Paperback • £12.99 • 234x153 • 288pp • 9781988547220 • 
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can, ANZ • Rights: E, SL 

Six Capitals
Jane Gleeson-White
An accessible, timely and fascinating account of the revolution going 
on in the world of finance – and how accountants really can save the 
planet – from the acclaimed author of Double Entry.

Jane Gleeson-White is the award-winning author of Double Entry: How the 
merchants of Venice shaped the modern world – and how their invention could 
make or break the planet (2011). She is currently a PhD student in creative 
writing at the University of New South Wales.

04/02/2021 • Trade Paperback • £10.99 • 208x128 • 296pp • 9781760876784 • 
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can, ANZ • Rights: E, SL 
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Facing the Haka
Andy Burt and Jamie Wall
The story of the All Blacks from the other side of halfway. Big names 
from all their fiercest rivals talk about meeting the world’s most 
successful rugby team in some of the greatest tests of all time.

Andy Burt is a Wellington-based writer for allblacks.com and co-host of the All 
Blacks podcast.
Jamie Wall is a freelance sports writer, specialising in rugby. Jamie has travelled 
around the world for several seasons, as well as covering the 2019 Rugby World 
Cup. 

04/02/2021 • Hardback • £30 • 280x240 • 288pp • 9781988547596 •  
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can, ANZ • Rights: E, SL 

Night Fishing
Vicki Hastrich
A luminous and remarkable memoir of a singular life in art and 
nature. Night Fishing is a tonic for those of us who have forgotten 
how to slow down, how to look around, how to be part of our natural 
world. It will take its place alongside classics of observation and 
nature by David Malouf, Tim Winton and Annie Dillard.

Vicki Hastrich is the Sydney-based writer of two acclaimed novels: Swimming 
with the Jellyfish and The Great Arch.

04/03/2021 • Trade Paperback • £12.99 • 208x153 • 264pp • 9781760875503 • 
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can, ANZ • Rights: E, SL 

Husna’s Story
Farid Ahmed
Husna Ahmed was a victim of the Christchurch mosque terrorist 
attack on 15 March 2019. She was shot while looking for her 
husband, who was in a wheelchair. Husna’s husband, remarkably, 
forgives the alleged killer. Farid’s philosophy of forgiveness, peace 
and love is an example of how faith and humanity can be tools for 
navigating even the most horrific of tragedies.

Farid Ahmed has lived in New Zealand for over 30 years. He is a Senior Leader 
at his mosque in Christchurch and works as a homeopath. Since the attacks, he 
also speaks around the world, preaching his message of forgiveness and love. 

04/03/2021 • Trade Paperback • £14.99 • 234x153 • 320pp • 9781988547480 • 
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can, ANZ • Rights: E, SL 

Flight Lines
Andrew Darby
Andrew Darby follows the extraordinary migratory shorebirds from 
Australia’s Southern Ocean to the Arctic and back. On these travels 
he explores the power of science to reveal the mysteries of these 
birds, and to heal their endangered world – and unexpectedly – 
himself.

Andrew Darby is the author of Harpoon: Into the heart of whaling, and former 
Hobart correspondent for the Sydney Morning Herald and The Age.

01/04/2021 • Trade Paperback • £14.99 • 234x153 • 336pp • 9781760296551 • 
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can, ANZ • Rights: E, SL 
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Malcolm Young
Jeff Apter
The first in-depth biography of Malcolm Young, from the author of 
High Voltage, which charts his remarkable rise from working-class 
Glasgow and the Villawood migrant hostel in Sydney to the biggest 
stages in the world. It includes rarely seen photographs and is 
essential reading for any AC/DC fan.

Jeff Apter is the author of numerous music biographies. He lives in Wollongong, 
Australia, with his family. 

01/04/2021 • Trade Paperback • £14.99 • 234x153 • 320pp • 9781760528751 •  
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can, ANZ • Rights: E, SL 

90

Memory Craft
Lynne Kelly
In her bestselling book The Memory Code Lynne Kelly uncovers the 
memory methods of the ancients. She has now tested them thoroughly 
and in Memory Craft she shows how anyone of any age can use 
traditional memory methods to expand their memory capacity and to 
memorise whatever they want.

Dr Lynne Kelly is a senior memory champion, science writer and Honorary 
Research Associate at La Trobe University Melbourne. She is author of the 
ground-breaking book The Memory Code.

06/05/2021 • Trade Paperback • £14.99 • 234x153 • 320pp • 9781760633059 •  
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can, ANZ • Rights: E, SL 

The Last Lighthouse Keeper
John Cook with Jon Bauer
A beautiful memoir from John Cook, one of Tasmania’s last kerosene 
lighthouse keepers. A story about madness and wilderness, shining a 
light into the vicissitudes of love and nature. Evocatively told, The Last 
Lighthouse Keeper is a love story between a man and a dying way of 
life, as well as a celebration of wilderness and solitude.

John Cook joined the Lighthouse Service in 1968 and became a lightkeeper at 
various Tasmanian lights, until 1993, and was an honorary National Park Ranger.
Jon Bauer an acclaimed fiction writer whose 2010 novel Rocks in the Belly was 
longlisted for the Miles Franklin award. He lives in the UK.

06/05/2021 • Trade Paperback • £14.99 • 234x153 • 352pp • 9781760875381 • 
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can, ANZ • Rights: E, SL 
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Friday on My Mind
Jeff Apter
From the Easybeats and AC/DC to ‘Love Is in the Air’, this is the story of 
the man who made Australian rock ‘n’ roll. Pop star, mentor and icon, 
George Young was one of the most important figures in Australian pop 
history. In Friday On My Mind Jeff Apter reveals the little-known facts that 
helped create a music empire.
Jeff Apter is the author of numerous music biographies. He lives in Wollongong, 
Australia, with his family. 

03/06/2021 • Trade Paperback • £14.99 • 234x153 • 320pp • 9781760875107 •  
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can, ANZ • Rights: E, SL 

People of the River
Grace Karskens
A landmark history of Australia’s first successful settler farming 
area, which was on the Hawkesbury-Nepean River. Award-winning 
historian Grace Karskens uncovers the everyday lives of ordinary 
people in the early colony, both Aboriginal and British.

Grace Karskens is the author of award-winning non-fiction books The Colony 
(2009) and The Rocks (1997). She is Professor of History at the University of 
New South Wales and a Fellow of the Australian Academy of the Humanities. 

03/06/2021 • Trade Paperback • £16.99 • 230x170 • 688pp • 9781760292232 • 
Territories: UK C/Wealth ex Can, ANZ • Rights: E, SL
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The Last Snow
Stina Jackson
9781838952150 • 04/02/2021 
Trade Paperback • £12.99 • OME • 
9781838952198 • £8.99

 

Consent
Annabel Lyon 
9781838952457 • 28/01/2021 
Trade Paperback • £12.99

The Girl from 
Widow Hills
Megan Miranda
9781838950750 • 03/06/2021 
Paperback • £8.99 • 
9781838952402  • Paperback (A) 
£7.99

Early export 06/05/2021

ORIGINALWe Run the 
Tides
Vendela Vida
9781838951047 • 06/05/2021 
Trade Paperback • £12.99

Early export 04/02/2021

The Favour
Laura Vaughan
9781838952020 • 04/03/2021 
Trade Paperback • £12.99

 

Ex
po

rt

Two Women in 
Rome
Elizabeth Buchan
9781786495334 • 01/04/2021 
Trade Paperback • £12.99
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The Delusions of 
Crowds
William Bernstein
9781611854442 • 06/05/2021 
Trade Paperback • £14.99

Early export 04/02/2021

The Beauty 
of Impossible 
Things
Rachel Donohue
9781786499417 • 06/05/2021 
Trade Paperback • £12.99

Secrets of 
Happiness 
Joan Silber
9781911630890 • 05/08/2021 
Trade Paperback • £12.99

Early export 06/05/2021

The Founders
Jimmy Soni
9781786498298 • 06/05/2021 
Trade Paperback • £14.99

Early export 04/03/2021

Pain
Abdul-Ghaaliq Lalkhen
9781838950675 • 14/01/2021 
Trade Paperback • £14.99

 

Export

Beginners
Tom Vanderbilt
9781786493101 • 07/01/2020 
Trade Paperback • £14.99
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